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Current title is marked with a ★.

★ 2912597 THE LIFE OF LEONARDO DA VINCI. By Giorgio Vasari. Illustrated with the original art discussed by Vasari (1511-1574), and including a selection of Da Vinci’s studies of science and technology, this cloth-bound, gold-foil-stamped collectors edition paints an intriguing picture of the progress of art in the hands of the master. 126 pages. Thames & Hudson. 5½x7½. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

★ 2883066 REGARDING THOMAS ROWLANDSON, 1757-1827: His Life, Art & Acquaintance. By Matthew & James Payne. This gripping story of one of the great graphic satirists of the British School is based on a mass of new research. It sheds new light on Rowlandson’s family background; his education and art training in London and Paris; his personal and professional associations; and more. 16 pages of color photos. 393 pages. Paul Holberton. 7x10. Pub. at $65.00 $9.95

★ 6953808 CALDER: The Conquest of Time—The Early Years, 1898-1940. By Jed Perl. Alexander Calder is among the most widely admired artists of the 20th century. But only now, 40 years after his death, is the full story of his life being told. Perl shows us why Calder was and remains a barrier breaker, avant-garde artist with mass appeal. This is the first volume of the definitive two-volume biography. Well illustrated, some in color. 687 pages. Knopf. 7½x9½. Pub. at $55.00 $12.95

★ 576218 THE BRUEGELS: Lives and Works in 500 Images. By Nigel Rodgers. Features the history of Peter Bruegel the Elder, who was one of the world’s most original artists, and who also created what became a dynasty of painters who continued his style, often with only minor variations for almost a century after his death. Included is a wide-ranging gallery of over 300 works of the Bruegel family. 256 pages. Hudson. 5½x7½. Pub. at $35.00 $16.95

★ 2914107 FOURSOME: Alfred Stieglitz, Georgia O’Keeffe, Paul Strand, Rebecca Salsbury. By Carolyn Burke. A captivating, spirited account of the intense relationships between these four artists whose strong personalities, passionate feelings, and aesthetic ideals drew them together, pulled them apart, and profoundly influenced the very shape of twentieth-century art. Illus., some in color. 420 pages. Knopf. 6x9¼. Pub. at $32.50 $21.95

★ 3751228 UNTO THIS LAST: Two Hundred Years of John Ruskin. By Tim Barringer et al. An innovative portrait of Ruskin as artist, art critic, social theorist, educator, and ecological campaigner. Through thematic essays and vivid discussions of his works, this well illustrated volume argues that, complex and contradictory, Ruskin’s ideas are of urgent importance today. 336 pages. Thames & Hudson. 6¼x9¼. Pub. at $55.00 $39.95

★ 6776191 WILLIAM CAMERON MENZIES: The Shape of Films to Come. By James Curtis. Menzies was known for his visual flair and love of adventure and fantasy films—a timeless innovator who meticulously prepared the color and design of each film through a series of sketches. With access to original artwork, correspondence, scrapbooks, unpublished writings, and illustrations, Curtis offers a portrait of an extraordinary artist of his time. 416 pages. Pantheon. 7x9¼. Pub. at $40.00 $11.95
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554632 GERONIMO: The True Story of America's Most Ferocious Warrior. Ed. by C.M. Barrett. Unabridged republication of Geronimo's Story of His Life, first published in 1906. This is one of Native American history's most extraordinary documents, as a legendary warrior and shaman recounts the beliefs and customs of his people. Photos. 123 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95 $4.95

2949300 ONCE A COP: The Street, the Law, Two Worlds. One Man. By Corey Pegues. In this provocative memoir, Pegues tells how a one-time crack dealer became one of the highest-ranking members of the police force in the country. Living and working in the nation's most violent neighborhoods. 16 pages of color photos. 308 pages. Atria. Pub. at $26.00 $3.95

★ 2915141 BLACK GUN, SILVER STAR: The Life and Legend of Frontier Marshal Bass Reeves. By Art T. Burton. In this fascinating biography, Burton sifts through fact and legend to uncover the truth about one of the most outstanding peace officers in late nineteenth-century America, and perhaps the greatest lawman of the Wild West era. The fact that Reeves was an ex-slave makes his story all the more remarkable. 24 pages of photos. 291 pages. Naval Institute. Pub. at $34.95


★ 3769260 NOW THE HELL WILL START: One Soldier’s Flight from the Greatest Manhunt of World War II. By Brendan T. Koerner. Tells the astonishing story of Herman Perry, the soldier who became that war’s unlikeliest folk hero. Perry, an astonishing tale of Herman Perry, the soldier who became that war’s unlikeliest folk hero. Perry, an astonishing tale of a former onetime crack dealer became one of the highest-ranking members of the police force in the country. Living and working in the nation's most violent neighborhoods. 16 pages of color photos. 308 pages. Atria. Pub. at $26.00 $3.95

★ 3731545 THEY CALL ME DOC: The Story Behind the Legend of John Henry Holliday. By D.J. Herda. This new biography sets the record straight on the man best known for his participation in the shootout at the O.K. Corral—a man of refinement who went West after contracting tuberculosis and became a gunfighter, gambler, and saloonkeeper, in 1882. 140 pages. Lyons. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95

★ 698076 PATRICK HENRY: Champion of Liberty. By Ronald C. Lee. Famous for the saying “Give me liberty or give me death,” Patrick Henry’s rich contribution to American independence is restored to its rightful place in history by this stunning biography. Koerner illuminates Henry as an influential founding father, a critical figure in creating the Bill of Rights, and perhaps the finest orator of his time. Illus. 541 pages. S&S. Pub. at $35.00 $5.95

★ 499090X NO JUSTICE. By R. Tolian & L. Ross. The harrowing story of Robbie Tolan, who early on one New Year’s Eve morning found himself being rushed to the hospital. A white police officer had shot him in the chest after mistakenly accusing him of stealing his own car, while in his own driveway. This is also the story about what happened next. 258 pages. Center Street. Pub. at $27.00 $4.95


6984118 ONE MARINE’S WAR: A Combat Interpreter’s Quest for Humanity in the Pacific. By Gerald A. Meehl. The harrowing story of Robbie Tolan, who early on one New Year’s Eve morning found himself being rushed to the hospital. A white police officer had shot him in the chest after mistakenly accusing him of stealing his own car, while in his own driveway. This is also the story about what happened next. 258 pages. Center Street. Pub. at $27.00 $4.95
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5938733 SPYMASTER: The True Story of the Greatest Female Secret Agent of World War II. By Mary Colby. Photos. 240 pages. By spymaster William Stephenson at just 23, Vera Smithe spent much of the ‘30s running countless espionage missions, when the war was declared in 1939, her fierce intellect, boundless energy, and her multi-lingual knowledge propelled her to the leadership echelon of Winston Churchill’s highly secretive SOE. This is the thrilling account of her life. Photos. 354 pages. Arcade. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95  $5.95

6938431 THE HORNET’S STING: The Amazing Untold Story of World War II Spy Thomas Sweeney. By Lee Safran. The exploits of Danish-born spy Tommy Smeum made him a legend in espionage circles, including assassination by crossbow, refueling battered planes in midair, and mother and daughter seduction. Now, finally, the full story of his extraordinary career is brought to light. 386 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95  $9.95

9252378 DOING TIME LIKE A SPY: How the CIA Taught Me to Survive and Thrive in Prison. By John Kirkakou. Presents former CIA officer Kirkakou’s memoir of his twenty-three months in prison. Using twenty life skills he learned in CIA operational training, he was able to keep himself safe and at the top of the prison social heap. This is a searing journal of daily prison life and an alternately funny and heartbreaking account of the reality of the prison system. 291 pages. Rare Bird Books. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95  $12.95

3738278 SHADOW WARRIOR: William Egan Colby and the CIA. By Randall B. Woods. Presents a riveting biography of William Egan Colby—a WWII commando, Cold War Spy, and CIA director—revealing that during the 20th century this crusader for global democracy was also drawn to the darker side of American power. Photos. 546 pages. Basic. Pub. at $29.99  $9.95

2995573 SHADOW WARRIOR: William Egan Colby and the CIA. By Randall B. Woods. Presents a riveting biography of William Egan Colby—a WWII commando, Cold War Spy, and CIA director—revealing that during the 20th century this crusader for global democracy was also drawn to the darker side of American power. 16 pages of photos. 446 pages. Basic. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99  $4.95

3720603 TROTSKY’S FAVOURITE SPY: The Life of George Alexander Hill. By Peter Day. In this gripping biography, Day shines a light on the shadowy world of 20th century espionage—the age of swashbuckling secret agents, wordcisticks and clandestine operations—and the widely branching life through which George Hill, one of Britain’s most remarkable spies, Photos. 291 pages. Biteback. Pub. at $29.95  $6.95

667741X THE ANGEL: The Egyptian Spy Who Saved Israel. By Uri Bar-Joseph. A remarkable story of Israel’s greatest spy ever, Ashraf Marwan, and the heroism and intelligence that led him to reveal the state. Deeply reported and powerfullly told, it is the suspenseful tale of a dangerous life of a spy who did nothing less than change the of history in the Middle East. 372 pages. HarperCollins. Pub. at $29.99  $6.95

4579333 GRAY WORK: Confessions of an American Paramilitary Spy. By Jamie Smith. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Reveals in raw, intimate terms what paramilitary spies like him do when the government cannot act or take public responsibility. Combining the narrative adventure with bravura and dark humor, this historical realism, Smith uncovers the grit and gristle of contemporary warfare, from espionage and assassinations to rescues and renditions. 16 pages of photos. 673 pages. Harlertuxe. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95  $9.95


Spies & Espionage

6938733 SPYMASTER: The True Story of the Greatest Female Secret Agent of World War II. By Mary Colby. Photos. 240 pages. The exploits of Danish-born spy Tommy Smeum made him a legend in espionage circles, including assassination by crossbow, refueling battered planes in midair, and mother and daughter seduction. Now, finally, the full story of his extraordinary career is brought to light. 386 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95  $9.95

4579333 GRAY WORK: Confessions of an American Paramilitary Spy. By Jamie Smith. A Blackwater Security founder and paramilitary contractor with more than two decades of experience—and hundreds of planned and executed military missions—gives you a firsthand look into the secret lives of America’s private warriors and their covert work around the world. 16 pages of photos. 385 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $27.99  $4.95


Politics, Statesmen & Revolutionaries

2944224 THE SHADOW PRESIDENT: The Truth About Mike Pence. By M. D’Antonio & P. Eisner. In this landmark biography, the authors follow the path Pence followed, from Catholic Democrat to conservative evangelical Republican. This riveting account reveals how Pence, a decent and powerful instrument of the voters, and a politician America has ever seen. 308 pages. Thomas Dunne Books. Pub. at $28.95  $6.95

3760200 THE AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF BENJAMIN FRANKLIN. A famous polymath and innovator, Franklin was a major force in the American Enlightenment of the late 18th century. His learned contemplations on religion, philosophy, virtue, and society are as relevant today as they were during his own time. 224 pages. Arcturus. Paperbound. Pub. at $4.95  $14.95

6845258 THE SWAMP FOX: How Francis Marion Saved the American Revolution. By John Oiler. Like the Robin Hood of legend, Francis Marion, the “Swamp Fox,” and his men attacked from secret hideouts, became heroes in the fight against the British swamp, confounding the British, Marion’s exploits were heroic, as he and his band of militia freedom fighters kept hopes alive for the patriot cause and help win the American Revolution. 16 pages of photos. 368 pages. Da Capo. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99  $12.95
7873057 LIGHT-HORSE HARRY LEE: The Rise and Fall of a Revolutionary Hero. By Ryan Cole. This soldier and statesman of the founding generation is presented within the war that he fought and won, and by the field. Historian Ryan Cole gives us the most intimate picture of this flawed but hugely talented man whose influence has reverberated from the founding of the United States to the present day. 434 pages. Regnery. Pub. at $29.95.

7973249 JOHN ADAMS. By David McCullough. Unfolds the adventurous life-journey of Adams, the brilliant, fiercely independent, often irascible, always honest Yankee patriot who sparred nothing in his way for the American Revolution; how he rose to become the second president of the United States and saved a country from crumbling into an unnecessary war. Illus., some in color. 751 pages. $35.00. Viking. Pub. at $34.95.

2854456 ELEANOR AND HICK: The Love Affair That Started a First Lady. By Susan Quinn. In 1933, Eleanor Roosevelt embarked on the duty-bound role of First Lady with dread. A lifetime to her in the form of feisty AP reporter Lorena Hickok. Over the next 30 years, the two carried on an extraordinary relationship: they were, at different points, lovers, confidantes, professional advisors, and caring friends. Photos. 404 pages. Pantheon. Pub. at $34.95.

6894274 THE ROOSEVELTS: An Intimate History. By Gore Vidal. Surveys an intimate life of three extraordinary individuals from the same family--Theodore, Eleanor, and Franklin Delano Roosevelt. In telling the story of how these American icons overcame obstacles that would have undone less forceful personalities, it reveals how, despite fierce partisanship of their era, the Roosveslts were far more united than divided. Fully illus., some in color. 503 pages. Knopf. 9x6x1. Pub. at $30.00.

2991093 NEVER ENOUGH: Donald Trump and the Pursuit of Success. By Michael D’Antonio. Presents the full story of a truly American icon, from his beginnings as a bumbling man with a romantic life to his pursuit of power in its many forms. It’s a unique and compelling look at the promoter, builder, performer, and politician who pursues success and never will stop. He is the master of borders on obsession, and yet has given him almost everything he ever wanted. Photos, some color. 389 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $26.99.

2956810 THE THREE LIVES OF JAMES MADISON: Genius, Partisan, President. By Noah Feldman. Delivers a sweeping reexamination of the third President, a man who transformed the United States in each of his political “lives”--as a revolutionary thinker, as a partisan political strategist, and as a president. An illuminating portrait of a man whose creative talent and Machiavellian character took a form of government. 24 pages of illus., most color. Sold out.

3789833 HISTORY OF WILLIAM THE CONQUEROR. By Jacob Abbott. Presents the fascinating account of the first Norman King of England. Chronicles the life of the most popular members of the royal family, and reveals the inside story of the most intriguing royal romance in a decade. Features interviews with friends, those who have worked with the prince, and founding palace aides. 16 pages of color illus. 259 pages. Hachette. Pub. at $27.00.


2873028 THE BLACK PRINCE OF FLORENCE: The Spectacular Life and Treacherous World of Alessandro de’ Medici. By Catherine Fletcher. Defined by intrigue, opulence, sexual conquest, and an endless struggle to retain power, Alessandro’s life and afterlife reveal how racial identity has played out over the centuries, and to what degree it remains in the eye of the beholder. 16 pages of color illus. 308 pages. Oxford. Pub. at $29.95.

3704084 THE CRUSADER: Ronald Reagan and the Fall of Communism. By Paul Kengor. Presents an account of the fortyth president that has never been written before. The details Reagan’s campaign to destroy communism and the USSR, which lasted for more than forty years. It’s a story of how one president did more to bring down the Soviet Union than any other single administration in the history of the Cold War. 417 pages. Harper. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99.

2995506 THE LAST 100 DAYS: FDR at War and at Peace. By David B. Woolner. The first hundred days of Franklin D. Roosevelt’s presidency are justly famous, a period of political action without equal in American history and still the standard by which we judge our presidents. Yet, Woolner contends that the last hundred days might very well rival them in drama and consequence. Photos. 349 pages. Basic. Pub. at $32.00.

3792530 BECOMING QUEEN VICTORIA: The Untold Rise of Britain’s Greatest Monarch. By Kate Williams. Writing with novelistic flair and historical precision, Williams reveals a vibrant woman in the prime of her life, while chronicling the byzantine machinations that culminated, often after she was crowned, in the rise of a woman whose destiny began long before she was born and whose legacy lives on. Illus., most in color. 457 pages. Ballantine. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00.

3738582 AMBITION AND DESIRE: The Dangerous Life of Bismarck. By Kate Williams. Their love was legendary, their ambition flagrant and unashamed. Napoleon Bonaparte and his wife, Josephine, came to power during one of the most turbulent periods in the history of France. Williams’ searing portrait of the alluring and complex Josephine elevates her to the historical prominence she deserves. 16 pages of color illus. 364 pages. Ballantine. Pub. at $30.00.

3650863 BISMARK: The Story of a Fighter. By Emil Ludwig. Otto von Bismarck was more than a politician and a leader: he was the single driving force that turned the disparate states of Germany into a cohesive empire. This biography rejects the pedestal that history has placed him upon, and instead reveals a man ruled by pride, courage, and hatred. 661 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95.


2999846 JEFFERSON’S TREASURE: How Albert Gallatin Saved the New Nation from Debt. By Gregory May. A long overdue biography that offers a fresh, romantic look at Gallatin’s power, his tumultuous years at the Treasury, and his enduring influence on American fiscal policy, demonstrating that Gallatin, not Hamilton, was the nation’s true financial founder. Illus. 512 pages. Regnery. Pub. at $34.99.
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**3784606 IN THE SHADOW OF STATUES: A White Southerner Confronts History. By Mitch Landrieu. Mayor of New Orleans Mitch Landrieu retraces his personal journey on this path he took to making the decision to remove four Confederate monuments. Here he tackles the broad legacies of slavery, race, and inequality that still bedevil America. 227 pages. Viking. Pub. at $25.00** $5.95

**3745740 THE BLACK PRINCE: England's Greatest Medieval Warrior. By Michael Jones. He was Edward of Woodstock, eldest son of Edward III, and better known to posterity as “the Black Prince.” His military achievements captured the imagination of Europe. But what was the true nature of the man behind the chivalric myth—and of the violent but pious world in which he lived? Color illus. 456 pages. Rowman & Littlefield. Pub. at $35.00** $14.95

**2920333 THE DUCHESS: Camilla Parker Bowles and the Love Affair That Rocked the Crown. By Penny Junor. The author casts her insightful sensitive eye on the intriguing, once widely despised and little-known Camilla Parker Bowles, revealing in full for the first time, the remarkable rise of a woman who was the most notorious mistress in the world—famously blamed by Diana for wrecking her marriage to Charles. 32 pages of photos, many in color. 294 pages. Harper. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95**

**2911562 THE DUCHESS: Camilla Parker Bowles and the Love Affair That Rocked the Crown. By Penny Junor. The author casts her insightful, sensitive eye on the intriguing, once widely despised, and little-known Camilla Parker Bowles, revealing in full for the first time, the remarkable rise of a woman who was the most notorious mistress in the world. Color illus. 32 pages of photos, many in color. 294 pages. Harper. Pub. at $26.99** $9.95

**6642534 WILLIAM HOWARD TAFT: The American Presidents. By Jeffrey Rosen. The former federal judge found success in the executive branch as governor of the Philippines and secretary of war, and he won a resounding victory in the presidential election of 1908 as Theodore Roosevelt’s handpicked successor. Rosen reveals Taft’s crucial role in shaping how America balances populism against the rule of law. 183 pages, Times Books. Pub. at $26.00** $18.95

**2921480 THE TEMPTATION OF ELIZABETH: Elizabeth I, Thomas Seymour, and the Making of a Virgin Queen. By Elizabeth Norton. A power-hungry and charming courtier, an impressionable and trusting princess. The turbulent court in the wake of Henry VIII’s death had never seen a more powerful figure for the young Princess Elizabeth, as an insecure child with Thomas Seymour threatened to irrevocably destroy her fate as the next queen. 324 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $28.95** $5.95

**2714035 ELIZABETH OF YORK: A Tudor Queen and Her World. By Alison Weir. Drawing from a rich trove of historical records, Weir reveals a long-suffering and much-deserved look at this unforgettable princess whose line descends to today’s British monarch—a woman who overcame tragedy and disaster to become one of the most beloved consorts. Book Club Edition. 16 pages of photos, most color. 572 pages. Ballantine.** $5.95

**3783294 THE LOST TUDOR PRINCESS: The Life of Lady Margaret Douglas. By Alison Weir. Weir brings the captivating story of the life of Lady Margaret Douglas, Countess of Lennox, out of the shadows and presents a strong, alluring woman who fearlessly operated at the very highest levels of power. The story spans five reigns, and her life spanned five realms, and she employed her sharp intelligence and covert power to operate fearlessly and effectively at the very highest levels of power. 16 pages of color photos. 53 pages. Ballantine. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00** $5.95

**6638287 THE LOST TUDOR PRINCESS: The Life of Lady Margaret Douglas. By Alison Weir. Lady Margaret Douglas was the granddaughter, niece, cousin, and mother of monarchs. Steeped in intrigue, danger, and tragedy, her life spanned five reigns, and she employed her sharp intelligence and covert power to operate fearlessly and effectively at the very highest levels of power. 16 pages of color photos. 53 pages. Ballantine.** $6.95

**376984X WAR AND PEACE: FDR’s Final Odyssey, D-Day to Yalta, 1943–1945. By Nigel Hamilton. Based on unpublished documents and interviews, Hamilton rewrites the self-serving account of the war strategy given by Winston Churchill in his famous memoirs. Now at last we can see FDR in his true role as the Allied mastermind of the war and architect of postwar peace. 578 pages. HMH. Pub. at $30.00** $17.95

**3732681 PRINCE ALBERT: The Man Who Saved the Monarchy. By A.N. Wilson. Drawn from the Royal Archives, including Prince Albert’s voluminous correspondence, this brilliant new biography offers fascinating details about the man and his time. Wilson gives this important historical figure the reverence and recognition that is long overdue. 16 pages of photos. 430 pages. Free Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99** $12.95

**3729087 A CONSPIRACY SO IMMENSE: The World of Joe McCarthy. By David M. Oshinsky. The author strips away the layers of myth to show the true Joseph McCarthy. This account reveals the internal and external forces that launched McCarthy in his political career, carried him to national prominence, and finally triggered his decline and fall. This is a fascinating portrait of the architect of America’s Cold War crusade. 16 pages of photos. 597 pages. Free Press. Pub. at $35.00** $14.95


**6954979 ROYAL SISTERS: Queen Elizabeth II and Princess Margaret. By Anne Edwards. Brought vividly to life through the many personal interviews of close royal associates and filled with new facts, previously unpublished, and some photographs—a never before glimpsed look at the relationship of the Queen and the late Princess Margaret. 416 pages. Lyons. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95** $13.95

**3726444 YOUNG WASHINGTON: How Wilderness and War Forged America’s Founding Father. By Peter Stark. With powerful narrative drive and vivid writing, Stark recounts the wilderness trials, controversial battles, and emotional entanglements that transformed Washington from a temperamental striver into a mature leader. By weaving together Washington’s harrowing wilderness adventures and a broader historical context, Stark offers new insights into the man who shaped a nation. 16 pages of color illus. Some color. 514 pages. Ecco. Pub. at $35.00** $11.95

**3780678 YOUNG WASHINGTON: How Wilderness and War Forged America’s Founding Father. By Peter Stark. With powerful narrative drive and vivid writing, Stark recounts the wilderness trials, controversial battles, and emotional entanglements that transformed Washington from a temperamental striver into a mature leader. By weaving together Washington’s harrowing wilderness adventures and a broader historical context, Stark offers new insights into the man who shaped a nation. 16 pages of color illus. Some color. 514 pages. Ecco. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99** $5.95

**373451X SUSPECTED OF INDEPENDENCE: The Life of Thomas McKean, America’s First Power Broker. By David McKean. The last signatory to the Declaration of Independence, one of the men who signed up for the Revolution. The story of Thomas McKean, who lived a radical, boisterous, politically intriguing life and was one of the most influential and effective of America’s Founding Fathers. 278 pages. PublicAffairs. Pub. at $27.97** $4.95

**2990601 CHURCHILL’S MENAGERIE: Winston Churchill and the Animal Kingdom. By Piers Brendon. The author looks deep into how animals played an important part of Churchill’s everyday life. Through a Rename of another side of Sir Winston Churchill, we are shown his wisdom, and wayward genius from a different perspective and shedding new and fascinating light on his love of the animal kingdom. Illus. 320 pages. Ecco. Paperbound. Pub. at $26.95** $21.95

**6976093 FOUNDING MARTYR: The Life and Death of Joseph Warren, the American Revolution’s Lost Hero. By Christian Di Spigna. This definitive new biography of Warren is a loving work of historical excavation, the product of two decades of research and scores of newly unearthed primary source documents that have given us this forgotten Founding Father anew. Color photos. 322 pages. Crown. Pub. at $28.00** $21.95
**5828287 CHARLEMAGNE.** By Johannes Fried. When Charlemagne died in 814 AD, he left behind a domain and a legacy unlike anything seen in western Europe since the fall of Rome. Though there are aspects of his personality we can never know with certainty, Fried paints a compelling portrait of a ruler, a time, and a king. In a single volume, our understanding of the man often called “the father of Europe.” Illus., some color. 673 pages. Harvard. Pub. at $39.95 **$31.95**

**2868216 THE QUEST FOR QUEEN MARY.** By James Pope-Hennessy. A fascinating portrait and an interesting study of royal psychology as it was and as it is today. Pope-Hennessy was entrusted to write a biography of the Queen in 1955, and would take three years to compile notes from his many interviews. Hugo Vickers has compiled these interviews and documents into this fascinating biography. 16 pages of photos. 353 pages. Hackett & Stoughton. Pub. at $32.99 **$24.95**

**3899080 CHURCHILL: An Extraordinary Life.** By S. Griswold & M. Gaskin. This evocatively illustrated biography captures the spirit of both the public figure and the private man, equally at home in the corridors of power and his beloved “house on the hill.” Chartwell in Kent, 200 pages. National Trust. Pub. at $24.95 **$17.95**

**3787294 DUVAL: Frontier Bon Vivant.** By James M. Dentam. The scion of a well to do Richmond, Virginia, family, “Will” DuVal (1785–1854) migrated to the Kentucky frontier as a youth in 1800. Settling in Bardstown, DuVal read law, served in Congress, and fought in the War of 1812. Throughout his career, DuVal cultivated the arts of politics and storytelling as revealed in this fascinating biography. Illus. 456 pages. USCP. Pub. at $49.95 **$9.95**

**3768082 CHURCHILL: Walking with Destiny.** By Andrew Roberts. How did young Winston become Churchill, the iconic, visionary war leader who led the British through war and peace? Roberts reads the full and definitive man, from birth to lasting legacy, as personally revealing as it is compulsively readable. 32 pages of illus. 1106 pages. Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $24.00 **$17.95**

**3768478 CHURCHILL: Walking with Destiny.** By Andrew Roberts. This landmark biography is based on extensive new material, the true genius of the man, statesman and leader can finally be seen and understood. The author gives readers a full and definitive Winston Churchill, from birth to lasting legacy, as personally revealing as it is compulsively readable. 32 pages of photos, some in color. 1105 pages. Viking. Pub. at $40.00 **$29.95**

**6781187 GUARDIANA: Protecting the Princess Around the World.** By Ken Wharfe with R. Jobson. Wherever Princess Diana went, she was shadowed by the man who was her bodyguard, Sir Ken Wharfe. His job was to keep her safe—even if it meant sacrificing his own life. Here he shares the experience he alone enjoyed by Diana’s side: an extraordinary friendship and journey. 16 pages of color photos. 256 pages. John Blake. Pub. at $26.95 **$21.95**

**2913976 FREDERIK VII: The Giver of the Constitution.** By Jens Gunni Busch. Details the life of Frederik VII who ruled Denmark from 1848 until 1863. In 1849 he introduced Denmark’s first constitution and despite his great weaknesses as a ruler, he is one of the most remarkable figures among the Danish monarchs. Well illus. in color. 60 pages. Historia. Pub. at $15.00 **$9.95**

**689772X PRINCESS: The Early Life of Queen Elizabeth II.** By Brian Stratton. How did Princess Elizabeth, originally found herself in the line of succession to the Crown at age 10 when her uncle, King Edward VIII abdicated the Throne to his brother Albert. At times breaking new ground and tradition, she would eventually draw on her solid background during changing times after her accession to the Throne. Photos. 308 pages. History. Pub. at $26.95 **$18.95**

**3770072 ALL THE PRESIDENT’S WOMEN: Donald Trump and the Making of a Predator.** By B. Levine & M. El-Faizy. With ground-breaking interviews, behind the scenes reporting, and photographs that would shock the world, a veteran journalist tells the story of Trump from the point of view of the woman in his orbit—wives, mistresses, playmates, and those whom the president has dated, kissed, groped, or lusted after. 16 pages of photos, some color. 360 pages. Hachette. Pub. at $25.95 **$21.95**

**3726668 KATHERINE HOWARD: Henry VIII’s Slanndered Queen.** By Conor Byrne. Who was the real Katherine Howard and has society been wrong to judge her so harshly for the past 500 years? Using the results of six years of research to challenge the long-help assumptions about the Queen, Byrne argues that Katherine’s notorious reputation is unfounded and Byrne offers fresh insights into her activities and behavior as consort. Color illus. 223 pages. History Press. Pub. at $32.95 **$26.95**

**3782484 OBLIVION OR GLORY: 1921 and the Making of Winston Churchill.** By David Stafford. With great verve and panache, Stafford provides a captivating portrait of the privately funded public Churchill as he transformed his fortunes across a single momentous year in 1921—a pivotal year that would set him on the path to becoming Britain’s prime minister. 320 pages. Yale. Pub. at $26.00 **$19.95**

**3769461 CONNECTICUT YANKEE: An Autobiography.** By Wilbur L. Cross. In this long out of print biography, Cross (1862-1948) reveals the story of his life, from his youthful fascination with politics, to his election to Congress, to his active role in the 1920 presidential campaign, and beyond. As author, and academic at Yale, and to his ultimate entry into Connecticut politics. Updated with a new introduction by Yale Law School graduate and Justice Zaremba. Illus. 484 pages. Houghton Mifflin. Pub. at $31.95 **$31.95**

**3754251 THE LAST KNIGHT: The Art, Armor, and Ambition of Maximilian I.** Ed. by Pierre Terjanian. In this detailed look at the artistic and ambitious legacy of Emperor Maximilian as a prince, a soldier, and a serial traitor. Navigating often contradictory evidence, Stutard provides a coherent account of a life that has gripped historians, storytellers, and artists for more than two thousand years. Illus. 340 pages. Metropolitan. 9½x11¼. Pub. at $65.00 **$49.95**

**6851568 NEMESIS: Alcibiades and the Fall of Athens.** By David Stuttard. A ward of Pericles and a friend of Socrates, Alcibiades was spectacularly rich, bewitchingly handsome and charismatic, a skilled warrior and a ruthless politician. This is also a serial traitor. Navigating often contradictory evidence, Stutard provides a coherent account of a life that has gripped historians, storytellers, and artists for more than two thousand years. Illus. 380 pages. Harvard. Pub. at $29.45 **$22.95**

**3776549 THOMAS Cromwell: A Revolutionary Life.** By Diarmuid MacCulloch. Where past biographies paint Cromwell as a scheming opportunist with blood on his hands, MacCulloch sifted through letters and court records for the first time to find Cromwell’s fingerprints in some of the most transformative decisions of Henry the VIII’s turbulent reign. But he also found Cromwell, the man, an administrative genius, rescuing him from the grander, 728 pages. Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $23.00 **$17.95**

**374177X THOMAS PAINE AND THE CLARION Call for American Independence.** By Harlow Giles Unger. The astounding biography of the man whose pen set America ablaze, in inspiring its revolution, and his passion for America’s future, where Pericles and a friend of Socrates, Alcibiades was spectacularly rich, bewitchingly handsome and charismatic, a skilled warrior and a ruthless politician. This is also a serial traitor. Navigating often contradictory evidence, Stutard provides a coherent account of a life that has gripped historians, storytellers, and artists for more than two thousand years. Illus. 380 pages. Metropolitan. 9½x11¼. Pub. at $65.00 **$49.95**

**3776549 THOMAS Cromwell: A Revolutionary Life.** By Diarmuid MacCulloch. Where past biographies paint Cromwell as a scheming opportunist with blood on his hands, MacCulloch sifted through letters and court records for the first time to find Cromwell’s fingerprints in some of the most transformative decisions of Henry the VIII’s turbulent reign. But he also found Cromwell, the man, an administrative genius, rescuing him from the grander, 728 pages. Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $23.00 **$17.95**

centuries ahead of her time, a complex, formidable, and decidedly

Dictators, Scoundrels & Criminals

2858546 PHIL CROSS: Gypsy Joker to a Hells Angel. By Meg Cross. Cross details his odyssey through two of the country’s most notorious biker gangs, from his early life with the Gypsy Jokers through his 40-plus-years as a Hells Angel—a career that earned him a stint in prison, and later a place on the FBI’s ten most wanted list. Winthrop, illus., many in color. 275 pages. MBI, Pub. at $30.00 $19.95

2876558 WHITE AMERICAN YOUTH: My Descent into America’s Most Violent Hate Movement—and How I Got Out. By Christian Picciolini. A former white supremacist leader provides a harrowing look at the world of white-supremacist groups. Raw, inspiring, and heartbreaking, it probes the question of how so many young people lose themselves in a culture of hatred and violence, and the relational networks they form. W. & H. Paperbound, Pub. at $15.99 $4.95

3783790 YOUNG HITLER: The Making of the Fuhrer. By Paul Ham. By peeling back the layers of Hitler’s childhood, his war record, and his early political career, Ham seeks the man behind the myth. In this comprehensive study, he seeks to answer the question: was Hitler’s rise to power an extreme example of a recurring type of demagogue—a politician who will do and say anything to seize power, who thrives on chaos? Photos. 308 pages. Pegasus, Pub. at $27.50 $9.95

**3795911 HITLER: A Global Biography.** By Brendan Simms. Acclaimed historian Brendan Simms offers a deeply learned and radically revisionist biography. A powerfully argued and utterly definitive account, it is a portrait we thought we understood, this volume is essential reading for anyone seeking to understand the origins and outcomes of the Second World War. 668 pages. Basic. Pub. at $40.00 $19.95

**3695964 CALIGULA: The Mad Emperor of Rome.** By Stephen Dando-Collins. Skillfully researched, Dando-Collins sets out to sort the facts from the fictions in this compelling new biography of the third emperor of Rome. This precise and thorough examination of the emperor's life puts Caligula's paranoid reign into perspective, examining the betrayals and deaths he experienced prior to his time in power. Illus. 264 pages. F. & S., Pub. at $15.00 $4.95

**369325X TOP HOODLUM: Frank Costello, Prime Minister of the Mafia.** By Anthony M. DeStefano. Using newly released FBI files, eyewitness accounts, and family mementos, this title takes you inside the Mafia that Frank Costello helped build—both in the courtroom and in the streets—and reconstructs in detail the postwar life of one of the Holocaust’s principal organizers as no other study has done. A superb reassessment of the life of one of organized crime’s greatest leaders. Feral House, Paperbound. Pub. at $30.00 $19.95

**3718840 EICHMANN BEFORE JERUSALEM: The Unexamined Life of a Mass Murderer.** By Bettina Stangneth. This comprehensive work maps out the astonishing links between innumerable past Nazis—from ace Luftwaffe pilots to SS henchmen—both in the Reich and in Galveston, and reconstructs in detail the postwar life of one of the Holocaust’s principal organizers as no other study has done. A superb reassessment of the life of one of organized crime’s greatest leaders. Feral House, Paperbound. Pub. at $30.00 $19.95

**3781372 HANDSOME JOHNNY: The Life and Death of Johnny Rosselli—Gentleman Gangster, Hollywood Producer, CIA Assassin.** By Lee Server. At the center of the twentieth century’s darkest secrets, and straddling the underworld and the day’s most clandestine operations, Rosselli was one of the most significant figures to ever walk the earth. Server’s biography of Rosselli is full of glitter and grit, guns and gams—and it’s a roller coaster of a story. Photos. 532 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**3692108 HANDBSOME JOHNNY.** By Lee Server. This rich trove of images—a biography full of photos, interviews, and a compelling narrative—tells the story of Al Capone’s last protégé, the Mob’s man in Hollywood, the producer, the Las Vegas gambling boss, and the central figure in the CIA’s attempt to assassinate Fidel Castro—Johnny Rosselli was involved at the center of the twentieth century’s darkest secrets. 16 pages of photos. 532 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.99 $6.95

**2732793 WYATT EARP: A Vigilante Life.** By Andrew C. Isenberg. In popular culture, Wyatt Earp has become a beacon of rough justice in the tumultuous American West. However, Isenberg reveals that the lawman played a role as a gunfighter whose sources and maneuvers were largely a fiction and in actuality Earp led a life of impulsive lawbreaking and shifting identities. Photos. 296 pages. Hill & Wang. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00 $6.95

**3724190 GOOD TIME PARTY GIRL: The Incredible Story of Dirty Helen Cromwell, 1886-1989.** By Robert Dougherty. Before Helen Cromwell became the legendary owner of the infamous speakeasy and post-prohibition saloon, The Sunflower Inn, she was a “good time party girl” who mentored other notorious underworlders, bank robbers, debt collectors, and gangsters as she hustled her way through the early 20th century criminal underworld from New York to Chicago to San Francisco. Here, she tells her story. Photos. 304 pages. Feral House. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $9.95

**376219X MONSIEUR X: The Incredible Story of the Most Audacious Gambler in History.** By Jamie Reid. A dazzling tale of glamour, riches, and ultimately tragedy. Patrice des Moulins was a handsome, charming and well-educated Frenchman who lived a life of thrills and excitement—running his own business—and he was also a compulsive gambler and illegal bookie. 16 pages of photos, some color. 308 pages. Bloombury. Pub. at $28.00 $9.95

**369383X EXILE ON FRONT STREET: My life as a Hells Angel, and Beyond.** By George Christie. The forty-year member of the Hells Angels now tells his remarkable story: the tale of how a former Marine gave up a comfortable job with the Department of Defense to swear allegiance to the nation’s most notorious biker gang—and how he risked everything to get out. 16 pages of photos, some color. 257 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $9.95

**3734195 PANZRAM: A Journal of Murder.** By T.E. Gaddis & J.O. Long. The authors provide a historical and sociological framework for Panzram’s own words, using this uniquely detailed self-analysis by a mass murderer to delineate and explicate when and how Panzram used and abused the criminal underworld from New York to Chicago and Los Angeles to make a bankroll. Illus. 216 pages. Amok. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

**373886X DIAMOND DORIS.** By Doris Payne with Z. Lockhart. Using her Southern charm and quick wit, Payne began shoplifting small pieces of jewelry from local stores, and over the course of six decades, grew her talents with each heist. A rip-roaringly fun and exciting tale, this is the portrait of a captivating antihero who experienced life to the fullest—on her own terms. 262 pages. Amok Press. Pub. at $17.95 $14.95

**3070085 THE GREAT SUCCESSOR: The Divinely Perfect Destiny of Brilliant Comrade Kim Jong Un.** By Anna Fifield. Skeptical yet insightful, Fifield creates a captivating portrait of the oddest and most secretive political regime in the world. In this compelling new book, Fifield exposes (yet again) relevant, bankrupt yet in possession of nuclear weapons—and its ruler, the self-proclaimed Beloved and Respected Leader, Kim Jong Un. 308 pages. PublicAffairs, Pub. at $28.00 $19.95


**3775364 FOUR WHITE HORSES AND A BRASS BAND.** By Violet McNeal. The true story of Violet McNeal’s life on the road, from diamond-laden chandeliers to humble cardboard bedsheets, from a life as a prisoner in an Arizona jail. In between the highs and lows, she traveled North America in search of the next rubie to con, product to shill, and chump to hustle out of his bartender. Illus. 216 pages. Feral House. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95
St. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.95
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Prideaux brings readers into the world of this brilliant and deeply troubled philosophy whose concepts have fundamentally reshaped our understanding of the human experience.

**£29.99** LEOPARD ROCK: A Life of Adventures. By Wilbur Smith. The author has lived an incredible life of adventure. He’s been attacked by lions and had close encounters with deadly reef sharks. From his childhood in the wilds of Rhodesia through becoming a best-selling author, this is a testament to a writer whose life is as rich and colorful as his novels. 336 pages. Zafre. Paperback. Pub. at £16.00 **£11.95**

**£27.99** BECOMING DR. SEUSS: Theodor Geisel and the Making of an American Imagination. By Brian Jay Jones. Geisel took his responsibility as a writer for children seriously, talking down to no one and caring not at all about what others thought. And with classics like Green Eggs and Ham and One Fish Two Fish Red Fish Blue Fish, Geisel delighted readers while they learned. Suddenly, reading became fun. This is the definitive all-reaching biography of Dr. Seuss. Photos. Pub. at £32.00 **£23.95**

**£19.95** MOUTH. Paperbound. Pub. at £16.95

**£28.99** Young Eliot. By Robert Craighead. On the 200th anniversary of the death of T.S. Eliot, Craighead traces Eliot’s early life, from his childhood in St. Louis to the publication of his revolutionary poem The Waste Land. Drawing on his poetry and prose as well as new interviews, archivists, and previously undisclosed memoirs and letters, Craighead provides deep insight into ways that defined a generation. 16 pages of photos. 493 pages. FSG. Pub. at £35.00 **£7.95**

**£15.95** I AM DINAMITE! A Life of Nietzsche. By Andrew S. Curran. In this autoritatively organized biography, the author vividly describes Nietzsche's tumultuous relationship with Rousseau, his curious correspondence with Voltaire, his passionate affairs, and his often iconoclastic stands on art, theater, morality, politics, and religion. A story of a philosopher who helped build the foundations of the modern world. Illus. 520 pages. Other Press. Pub. at £28.95 **£17.95**

**£21.95** CHASING HOPE: A Patient’s Deep Dive into Stem Cells, Faith, and the Future. By Richard M. Cohen. Cohen’s deep dive into the cutting-edge world of adult stem cell research and his journalistic investigation of hope includes interviews with doctors, scientists, and religious leaders as well as conversations with others living with chronic conditions—all with the goal of understanding a hope that is both elusive and alluring. 279 pages. Blue Rider. Pub. at £28.95 **£4.95**

**£29.95** DIDEROT AND THE ART OF THINKING FREELY. By Jean-Pascal Hesse. The Marquis de Lafayette was a provocativé “what if” over Kipling’s American Years. This fresh examination of Kipling, Benfey hangs on the beautiful life story of this American Y ears. 360 pages. Regnery. Pub. at £28.99 **£21.95**

**£21.95** THE MAN IN THE WILLOWS: The Life of Kenneth Grahame. By Matthew Dennison. Spending his regular days in London as an employee of the Bank of England, Grahame’s weekends in the house in the country, Kenneth Grahame’s pastoral wanderings there resulted in his masterful creation of The Wind in the Willows, the enduring classic of children’s literature that so many adults admire. 573 pages. Yale. Paperbound. Pub. at £22.00 **£11.95**

**£17.95** I AM DYNAMITE! A Life of Nietzsche. By Andrew S. Curran. In this autoritatively organized biography, the author vividly describes Nietzsche's tumultuous relationship with Rousseau, his curious correspondence with Voltaire, his passionate affairs, and his often iconoclastic stands on art, theater, morality, politics, and religion. A story of a philosopher who helped build the foundations of the modern world. Illus. 520 pages. Other Press. Pub. at £28.95 **£17.95**

**£21.95** CHASING HOPE: A Patient’s Deep Dive into Stem Cells, Faith, and the Future. By Richard M. Cohen. Cohen’s deep dive into the cutting-edge world of adult stem cell research and his journalistic investigation of hope includes interviews with doctors, scientists, and religious leaders as well as conversations with others living with chronic conditions—all with the goal of understanding a hope that is both elusive and alluring. 279 pages. Blue Rider. Pub. at £28.95 **£4.95**

**£29.95** DIDEROT AND THE ART OF THINKING FREELY. By Jean-Pascal Hesse. The Marquis de Lafayette was a provocativé “what if” over Kipling’s American Years. This fresh examination of Kipling, Benfey hangs on the beautiful life story of this American Y ears. 360 pages. Regnery. Pub. at £28.99 **£21.95**

**£17.95** I AM DYNAMITE! A Life of Nietzsche. By Andrew S. Curran. In this autoritatively organized biography, the author vividly describes Nietzsche's tumultuous relationship with Rousseau, his curious correspondence with Voltaire, his passionate affairs, and his often iconoclastic stands on art, theater, morality, politics, and religion. A story of a philosopher who helped build the foundations of the modern world. Illus. 520 pages. Other Press. Pub. at £28.95 **£17.95**

**£21.95** CHASING HOPE: A Patient’s Deep Dive into Stem Cells, Faith, and the Future. By Richard M. Cohen. Cohen’s deep dive into the cutting-edge world of adult stem cell research and his journalistic investigation of hope includes interviews with doctors, scientists, and religious leaders as well as conversations with others living with chronic conditions—all with the goal of understanding a hope that is both elusive and alluring. 279 pages. Blue Rider. Pub. at £28.95 **£4.95**

**£29.95** DIDEROT AND THE ART OF THINKING FREELY. By Jean-Pascal Hesse. The Marquis de Lafayette was a provocativé “what if” over Kipling’s American Years. This fresh examination of Kipling, Benfey hangs on the beautiful life story of this American Y ears. 360 pages. Regnery. Pub. at £28.99 **£21.95**

**£17.95** I AM DYNAMITE! A Life of Nietzsche. By Andrew S. Curran. In this autoritatively organized biography, the author vividly describes Nietzsche's tumultuous relationship with Rousseau, his curious correspondence with Voltaire, his passionate affairs, and his often iconoclastic stands on art, theater, morality, politics, and religion. A story of a philosopher who helped build the foundations of the modern world. Illus. 520 pages. Other Press. Pub. at £28.95 **£17.95**

**£21.95** CHASING HOPE: A Patient’s Deep Dive into Stem Cells, Faith, and the Future. By Richard M. Cohen. Cohen’s deep dive into the cutting-edge world of adult stem cell research and his journalistic investigation of hope includes interviews with doctors, scientists, and religious leaders as well as conversations with others living with chronic conditions—all with the goal of understanding a hope that is both elusive and alluring. 279 pages. Blue Rider. Pub. at £28.95 **£4.95**

**£29.95** DIDEROT AND THE ART OF THINKING FREELY. By Jean-Pascal Hesse. The Marquis de Lafayette was a provocativé “what if” over Kipling’s American Years. This fresh examination of Kipling, Benfey hangs on the beautiful life story of this American Y ears. 360 pages. Regnery. Pub. at £28.99 **£21.95**

**£17.95** I AM DYNAMITE! A Life of Nietzsche. By Andrew S. Curran. In this autoritatively organized biography, the author vividly describes Nietzsche's tumultuous relationship with Rousseau, his curious correspondence with Voltaire, his passionate affairs, and his often iconoclastic stands on art, theater, morality, politics, and religion. A story of a philosopher who helped build the foundations of the modern world. Illus. 520 pages. Other Press. Pub. at £28.95 **£17.95**

**£21.95** CHASING HOPE: A Patient’s Deep Dive into Stem Cells, Faith, and the Future. By Richard M. Cohen. Cohen’s deep dive into the cutting-edge world of adult stem cell research and his journalistic investigation of hope includes interviews with doctors, scientists, and religious leaders as well as conversations with others living with chronic conditions—all with the goal of understanding a hope that is both elusive and alluring. 279 pages. Blue Rider. Pub. at £28.95 **£4.95**
2951312 A MOVEABLE FEAST. By Ernest Hemingway. First published in 1964. Hemingway captures what it meant to be young and poor and writing in Paris during the 1920s. Among these small reflective sketches are vignettes of Fitzgerald, Stein, Pound, and Ford Madox Ford. 182 pages. Vintage. Paperbound. **PRICE CUT to $4.95**

2859904 DIMESTORE: A Writer's Life. By Lee Smith. A collection of fifteen essays that are crushingly honest, wise and perceptively, and superbly entertaining. Together they form an inspiring story of the birth of creativity and a poignant look at a way of life that has all but vanished. 202 pages. Algonquin. Paperbound. **Pub. at $15.95**

2884208 HEMINGWAY AT WAR: Ernest Hemingway’s Adventures as a World War II Correspondent. By Terry Mort. In the spring of 1940, after traveling to London with a large group of writers, Hemingway went to France to cover WWII for Collier’s Magazine. This invigorating narrative is a look at his experience and an investigation into Hemingway’s subsequent work—much of it stemming from his wartime experience—which shaped the later stages of his career in dramatic fashion. Photos. 290 pages. Pegasus. **Pub. at $27.95**

2891912 TENNESSEE WILLIAMS: Mad Pilgrimage of the Flesh. By John Lahr. Delivers the definitive biography of America’s greatest playwright, giving intimate access to the mind of a man whose plays reshaped American theater and the nation’s sense of itself. Lahr sheds light on Williams’s warring family, his creative triumphs and failures, his sexuality and numerous affairs, his misreported death, and much more. Illus. 765 pages. Norton. **Pub. at $39.95**

6592627 THE FAITH OF CHRISTOPHER HITCHENS: The Restless Soul of the World’s Most Notorious Atheist. By Larry Alex Taunton. At the time of his death, Christopher Hitchens was the most notorious atheist in the world. Yet while he railed against God on stage, he maintained meaningful friendships with evangelical Christians. Taunton reveals his intimate correspondence with Hitchens and the questions that followed a seemingly convinced atheist until the day he died. 201 pages. Thomas Nelson. **Pub. at $24.99**

2804998 FREAK KINGDOM: Hunter S. Thompson’s Manic Ten-Year Crusade Against America. By Jon Wiener. This skillfully told and dramatic story shows how Thompson saw through Richard Nixon’streacherous populism and embarked on a life defining campaign to stop it, producing some of the best political writing of our time. This book tells a period of anger and derangement in American politics, and one writer with the guts to tell the truth. 394 pages. PublicAffairs. **Pub. at $20.00**

2880342 THE BANISHED IMMORTAL: A Life of Li Bai. By Bai Jin. The author explores a wide range of traditional and literary sources to weave Li Bai, also known as Li Po’s life story. This account is an extraordinary portrayal of a poet who both transcended his time and was shaped by it, and his ability to love, live, and mourn without reservation produced some of the world’s most enduring verses. 301 pages. Pantheon. **Pub. at $29.95**


3689980 A FISH IN THE MOONLIGHT: Growing Up in the Bone Marrow Unit. By Sidney Homan. Sometimes comic, sometimes bittersweet, Homan’s work illuminates the growth of both story-teller and listener. While science can work wonders, it has always come by simple words. The story is medicine enough, 226 pages. Purdue UP. **Pub. at $24.95**


6893965 DECODING CHOMSKY: Science and Revolutionary Politics. By Christopher R. Igle. 386 pages. Yale. **Pub. at $30.00**

6817747 APPRENTICE TO VENUS: My Secret Life with Anais Nin. By Christine Rainier. 368 pages. Arcade. **Pub. at $25.95**


6893548 CARTOON COUNTY: My Father and His Friends in the Golden Age of Make-Believe. By Cullen Murphy. Illus. 260 pages. FSG. **Pub. at $27.00**


2981793 GEORGE ORWELL: A Life. By Bernard Crick. 288 pages. Sutherland House. **Pub. at $29.95**


6862201 BERYL BAINBRIDGE: Love by All Sorts of Means. By Brendan. Illus. 16 pages of photos, 564 pages. Bloomsbury. **Pub. at $40.00**

6885295 ON LEOPARD ROCK: A Life of Adventures. By Wilbur Smith. 16 pages of photos, some color. 333 pages. Zafre. **Pub. at $28.00**

3771388 TWO YEARS, FOR PROBABLY ALWAYS: Martha Gellhorn’s Letters of Love & War, 1930-1949. By Janet Somerville. 32 pages of illus. 528 pages. Firefly. **Pub. at $40.00**


3735592 NEIL SIMON’S MEMOIRS. By Brendan. Illus. 16 pages of photos. 564 pages. Bloomsbury. **Pub. at $40.00**


6895221 BERYL BAINBRIDGE: Love by All Sorts of Means. By Brendan. Illus. 16 pages of photos, 564 pages. Bloomsbury. **Pub. at $40.00**

6885295 ON LEOPARD ROCK: A Life of Adventures. By Wilbur Smith. 16 pages of photos, some color. 333 pages. Zafre. **Pub. at $28.00**

3771388 TWO YEARS, FOR PROBABLY ALWAYS: Martha Gellhorn’s Letters of Love & War, 1930-1949. By Janet Somerville. 32 pages of illus. 528 pages. Firefly. **Pub. at $40.00**


3735592 NEIL SIMON’S MEMOIRS. By Brendan. Illus. 16 pages of photos. 564 pages. Bloomsbury. **Pub. at $40.00**


6795690 SOME SORT OF GENIUS: A Life of Wyndham Lewis. By Paul O’Keefe. 697 pages. Counterpoint. **Pub. at $35.00**


3721566 WRESTLING WITH THE DEVIL: A Prison Memoir. By Ha Jin. **Pub. at $15.99**


Actors, Celebrities & Performing Artists

★6610056 TROUBLEMAKER: Surviving Hollywood and Scientology. By Leah Remini with R. Paley. Remini, indoctrinated into the Church of Scientology when she was a child, offers up an eye-opening account of her tumultuous and heart-wrenching thirty-year-plus association with the church. 32 pages of color photos. 234 pages. Ballantine. Pub. at $27.00

★9962785 WANDERER, By Sterling Hayden. The author was at the peak of his earning power as a movie star when he suddenly quit. He walked out on Hollywood, left a shattered family, and set sail for the South Seas, thus launching this walk on Hollywood, left a shattered family, and set sail for the South Seas, thus launching this walk on Hollywood, left a shattered family, and set sail for the South Seas, thus launching this walk. 271 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95

★976900X OLIVIA DE HAVILLAND and THE GOLDEN AGE OF HOLLYWOOD. By Ellis Amburn. A riveting, life sized portrait of a courageous and infinitely talented woman, brought vividly to life in her first full scale biography. This glimpse in Olivia’s life is rich with anecdotes involving the glitzy personalities of Hollywood and the legendary actresses’ magic, and a privileged glimpse into the lives of Hollywood’s most timeless stars, as observed by an accomplished actor, during the course of his sixty-year career. Photos. 244 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00


★2802767 SHARON TATE: A Life. By Ed Sanders. Presents the definitive account of actress Sharon Tate’s life, culminating in her untimely death at the hands of the Manson family cult. It is a joyous yet inevitably heart wrenching tribute to a woman who was always a little bit of a star and a beautiful and beloved actress whose image and fate haunts us to this day. Illus. 285 pages. Da Capo. Pub. at $25.99

★6642468 LEE MARVIN: Point Blank. By Dwayne Epstein. The first full-length account of Marvin’s life that reaches beyond the familiar scandal sheet reporting to provide a full appreciation of the man and his career. Moving beyond his tough guy TV roles, it is a portrait of a deeper, more complex individual who experienced deep alcoholism, depression, and PTSD. Numerous pages of photos. 309 pages. Schaffner Press. Pub. at $16.95

★3729907 JOHN WAYNE, MY FATHER. By Aissa Wayne with S. Delsohn. Takes us inside the Wayne family retreat at Encino, California, and behind the scenes of several of Wayne’s most famous Westerns. Here are the true facts about his unhappy childhood and the start of his film career—as well as Wayne’s relationships with many different directors and stars. Photos. 320 pages. Morrow. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95

★2781247 CLAUDE RAINS: An Actor’s Voice. By David J. Skal with J. Rain. This portrait of a universally respected Hollywood legend benefits from the insights of his daughter, Jessica Rain, who provides firsthand accounts of the enigmatic man behind her father’s refined screen presence and genteel public persona. With unprecedented access to episodes from Rains’ private life, told in 320 pages packed with 290 photos. 290 pages. UPKindle. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95

★2782045 THIS IS YOUR CAPTAIN SPEAKING: My Fantastical Voyage Through Hollywood, Faith & Life. By Gavin MacLeod with M. Dagostino. With humor, grace, and wide-eyed enthusiasm, the star of the TV series GO BEYOND the show and take us behind the scenes of his 60-plus years in show business as he meets and works with stars like Cary Grant, Steve McQueen, Marilyn Monroe, Frank Sinatra, Ronald Reagan, and many others. Photos, some in color. 261 pages. Thomas Nelson. Pub. at $22.99

★3731464 FROM THE HOLOCAUST to HOGAN’S HEROES. By Robert Clary. Clary is best known for his portrayal of the spirited Corporal LeBeau on the popular television series Hogan’s Heroes... But it is Clary’s experience as a Jew during the Holocaust that infuse his compelling memoir with an honesty that many find surprisingly gritty. 240 pages. Photos. 210 pages. Taylor. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95

★2781328 A ROSE for MRS. MINER. The Life of Greer Garson. By Michael Troyan. In this first ever biography of Greer Garson the author gives the true origins of her birth, her fairy tale discovery in Hollywood, and her career struggles at Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. This account explores the triumphs and tragedies of her personal life, a story more colorful than any role she played on screen. 320 pages. Photos. 463 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $16.95

★3728471 CURLY: An Illustrated Biography of the Superstooge. By Joan Howard Maurer. The butt of all Moe Howard’s abuse, Curly’s biography includes childhood photos and interviews with family members, and tracks the highs and lows of his career. This new edition of a timeless classic, now updated with previously unpublished facts, is sure to be enjoyed by Three Stooges fans new and old. 166 pages. Chicago Review. Illus. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95


★6542469 ELA LANCHESTER, HERSELF: An Autobiography. Presents the story of a woman ahead of her time: independent, iconoclastic, and liberated. Lanchester chronicles life in the U.K. and America, with famous people and of a career that spanned almost seven decades. Witty and wise, it’s also a truthful account of her very special 36 year marriage to Charles Laughton. 32 pages of photos, 327 pages. Review. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99

★754357 THE PETER LAWFDOW STORY. Life with the Kennedy’s, the Monroe, and the Rat Pack. By Patricia Lawford Stewart with T. Schine. In the fall of 1957, Mrs. Kennedy asked Peter Lawford to join JFK and Jackie on their honeymoon. The result was one of America’s most acclaimed movie stars. His story, as told by the woman who knew him best, is always candid, sometimes shocking unveiling of some of the most intriguing personalities and political events of our time. 16 pages of photos. 271 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95

Raquel Welch, and many others, including wifeoganite Wood and Jill St. John. Photos. 324 pages. Viking. Pub. at $27.00
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**5996929** I’LL BE DAMNED: How My Young and Restless Life Led Me to America’s #1 Daytime Drama. By Eric Braeden with L. Harrison. For nearly forty years, fans have followed the fortunes of suave, self-made billionaire Victor Newman on *The Young and the Restless*, but few know the man behind the character: the supremely talented Eric Braeden. In his first book, he relates the story of his life—a startling and uplifting tale of war, determination, fame, and social commitment that spans from Nazi Germany to modern Hollywood. 16 pages of photos, many in color. 276 pages. Deep Street. Pub. at $26.99 $19.95

**3781984 ALASTAIR SIM: The Star of Sorrow and The Beloved of St Trinian’s.** By Mark Simpson. Explores the life of Sim inside and outside of films, including his marriage to Naomi Sim, his career as an eloquent teacher, his extensive work on stage, his championship of youth and his steadfast refusal to sign autographs. A rare and fascinating insight into the life of one of Britain’s most respected and beloved actors. History Press. Paperback. Illus. 252 pages. $19.95

**3787790 MY SONG: A Memoir of Art, Race, and Defiance.** By Harry Belafonte with M. Sharayerson. In this eloquently told personal history, Belafonte reveals himself as not only one of America’s greatest entertainers, but also one of our most profoundly influential activists. Here is the inspiring story of an open-hearted and powerful entertainer who understood all the issues of his day, 32 pages of photos, some color. 469 pages. Vintage. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00 $9.95

**3786863 MISS D & ME: Life with the Invincible Bette Davis.** By Kathryn Sermak with D. Morton. For ten years Sermak was at Miss D’s side, first as an employee and then as her closest friend. This is an intimate account of the last years of the unique and formidable Bette Davis, a tale of extreme kindness, unfailing loyalty, breathtaking style, and the beautiful friendship that endured through it all. Photos, some in color. 276 pages. Hachette. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 $9.95

**3765342 THE JOHN WAYNE COMPANION: A Comprehensive Guide toocco Facts, trivia, history, interviews and more.** Of the Official John Wayne Magazine. If you are a John Wayne fan, this is the resource for you! It’s packed with cover to cover with quotes, movie posters, and a poetic essay about everyone’s favorite cinematic cowboy, soldier and patriot. Includes Wayne’s complete filmography and personal stories from Duke’s family and friends. Fully illus., many in color. 332 pages. Media Lab Books. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**3785494 THE GIRL ON THE BALCONY: Olivia Hussey Finds Britain’s most respected and beloved actors.** And his stalwart refusal to sign autographs. A rare and extensive work on stage, his championship of youth and statesmen written by Leonard Lyons for his syndicated newspaper column, The Lyons Den. Illustrated with snapshots and glamour shots, it opens with a moving portrait of his life, 480 pages. Albeville. Pub. at $35.00 $9.95

**2989727 WHAT A TIME IT WAS!** By Jeffrey Lyons. This remarkable collection of stories will transport readers back to the glittering peak of New York’s nightclub, where everyone from the celebrities to the common man had to get past the doorman with a jaunty two-step? Photos. 239 pages. Weinstein. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $9.95

**2898441 THE CINEMATIC LEGACY OF FRANK SINATRA.** By David Wills. Puts together stunning collection highlighting the work of one of Hollywood’s greatest stars. Pairing more than two hundred first-generation photos with reflections on Sinatra from co-stars and colleagues, this is an unforgettably sharp and loving transformation from world-famous singer, to movie star, to Academy Award winner. 160 pages. Amherst. Paperback. Pub. at $28.50 $6.95

**3726053 TIPPI: A Memoir.** By Tippi Hedren. This cinematic icon pulls back the veil on her storied life, detailing her rise from humble beginnings to defining the material of Hollywood and the Hollywood dynasty that includes her daughter, Melanie Griffith, and her granddaughter Dakota Johnson. From filming with Hitchcock to establishing her animal sanctuary, Shambala, she’s led a fascinating life, 16 pages of photos, many color. 275 pages. $4.95

**2842173 DEATH NEED NOT BE FATAL.** By Malachy McCourt with B. McDonal. As he rides the final block on his Rascal scooter, McCourt looks to the prospect of his own demise, with emotional clarity and insight. In this beautifully rendered memoir, he shows us how to live to its fullest, how to grow old without acting old, and how to die without regret. 16 pages of photos. 259 pages. Center Street. Pub. at $27.00 $6.95

**2814757 FRANK & AVA: In Love and War.** By John Brady. The passionate yet volatile love story of Frank Sinatra and Ava Gardner has never been fully explored or explained—until now. Brady delves deeply into the lives of these two iconic stars and their turbulent life-long relationship, weaving a true romance story unfolding under battleground conditions, 16 pages of photos. 292 pages. Thomas. $3.95

**2872857 THE SHOW WON’T GO ON: The Most Shocking, Bizarre, and Historic Deaths of Performers Onstage.** By J. Abramson & B. Kears. In this comprehensive study of a bizarre phenomenon—performers who died onstage—the authors cover almost every genre of entertainment and include anecdotes, exclusive interviews, colorful characters, and ironic twists. 16 pages of photos. 232 pages. Morrow. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $13.95

**3725987 REVENGE OF THE NERD.** By David Dalton. The story of a bizarre phenomenon—performers who died onstage—the authors cover almost every genre of entertainment and include anecdotes, exclusive interviews, colorful characters, and ironic twists. 16 pages of photos. 232 pages. Morrow. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $13.95

**375331X INSIDE OUT: A Memoir.** By Demi Moore. In this deeply candid and reflective memoir, Demi pulls back the curtain and writes freely about her life. She also tells the story of her mother, her marriages, her struggles balancing fame and family, and her journey toward openheartedness. It is a story of victory, success and surrender. 16 pages of photos, many in color. 262 pages. Harper. Pub. at $27.99 $21.95

**3728641 JAMES DEAN: The Mutant King.** By David Dalton. The author shows how deliberately and carefully James Dean crafted his own image and performances—the cool, defiant vision of pop culture who made adolescence seem heroic instead of awkward and who defined the style of rock ’n’ roll’s politics of delinquency. Well illus. 361 pages. Chicago Review. Paperback. Pub. at $18.95 $14.95

**6895807 HEDY LAMARR: The Most Beautiful Woman in Film.** By Ruth Barton. Drawing on extensive research into the recorded history of Lamarr’s life and the rumblings and reflections she is able to elicit from other actors, the author recognizes Lamarr’s contributions to film and technology while revealing the controversial, intelligent, and conflicted woman within. 281 pages. UP. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95
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FIGHTING FOR FREEDOM: A Salute to the Troops with John Wayne. By From the eds. of the Official John Wayne Magazine. Whether making a stirring war movie or helping our soldiers be capable of, or putting himself in personal danger to bring a smile to troops stationed thousands of miles away, John Wayne always kept the people who serve our country in his heart and mind. Fully illus., some in color. 206 pages. Media Lab Books. Pub. at $22.99 $6.95

3727661 MISSION: Jimmy Stewart and the Fight for Europe. By Robert Matzen. Presents the first in-depth look behind the scenes at Jimmy Stewart's war service over Germany, and his return to Hollywood the changed man who embarked on production of his first post-war film, It's a Wonderful Life. The story that emerges is about a group of people you will never forget led by Jimmy Stewart you jimmy stewart quotes quotes about life. 24 pages of photos. 371 pages. GoodKnight Books. Pub. at $26.95 $23.95

3692698 DUTCH GIRLS: Audrey Hepburn and World War II. By Robert Matzen. A definitive biography that uncovers an extraordinary story of courage, tragedy, perseverance, and triumph, enriching the legacy of the world-famous actress, fashion icon, and humanitarian. What Hepburn experienced in five areas of occupation is truly harrowing, and now, 24 pages of photos. 373 pages. Paladin. Pub. at $27.95 $22.95


2994245 LIVE LONG AND...: What I Learned Along the Way. By William Shatner with D. Fisher. A brief health scare in 2016 forced William Shatner to take stock. After mulling over the lessons he's learned, the places he's been, and all the miracles and strange occurrences he’s witnessed over the course of an enduring career in Hollywood, he arrives at a simple rule for living: Don't die. 214 pages. St. Martin's. Pub. at $26.99 $7.95

4578562 I MUST SAY: My Life as a Humble Comedy Legend. By Martin Short with D. Kamp. In this engagingly witty, wise, and heartfelt memoir, Short tells the tale of how showbiz-obsessed kid from Canada transformed himself into a globe-trotting international star. Night Live legend and one of Hollywood’s favorite funnymen, known to his famous peers as the “comedian’s comedian.” Book Club Edition. Photos. 333 pages. Picador. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00 $12.95

2808714 AWA: A Life in Movies. By K.B. Bean & A. Uzarowski. From the backwoods of North Carolina to the MGM back lot to the Rome of La Dolce Vita: this beautiful volume reveals the stunning journey of Ava Gardner, a life lived to the fullest. K.B. Bean, on her sultry screen persona, delves down to earth personality and lifelong love affair with Frank Sinatra, she left an indelible mark on Hollywood history. Fully illus., some in color, 264 pages. Running Press. Pub. at $40.00 $3.95

3096945 I SAW YES TO EVERYTHING. By Lee Grant. Set amid the New York theater scene of the fifties and the star-studded parties of Malibu in the seventies, Grant’s memoir evokes a world of passion and movie-star glamour. After her name landed on the Hollywood blacklist, her offers ground to a halt, and she lost it all. 16 pages of photos, many in color. 333 pages. Picador. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00 $12.95

2846004 BRAVE. By Rose McCoyan. The raw, honest, and poignant memoir of the reigning icon of millennial, fearless artist, and unstoppable force for change who is determined to expose the truth about the entertainment industry, dismantle the concept of fame, shine a light on a multibillion-dollar business built on exploiting, misguiding, and empowering everyone. 251 pages. HarperOne. Pub. at $27.99 $4.95

2942321 INSEPARABLE: The Original Siamese Twins and Their Rendezvous with American History. By Yunte Huang. Beginning in 1824 with their discovery in Siam, through their arrival in Boston as sideshow curiosities in 1829, the author charts Chang and Eng Bunker’s implausible route to assimilation. This account benefits from these cents, which proves that no one could ever separate them for long. 32 pages of photos, some color. 388 pages. Liveright. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95

6586643 MAUREEN O’HARA: The Biography. By Audrey McLan. Takes a clear look at the woman behind the larger-than-life persona, sorting through the myths to present a balanced and comprehensive assessment of one of the silver screen’s greatest stars. McLan explores the actress’s friendship with frequent costar John Wayne and her relationship with John Ford, and presents a captivating tribute to the movie legend and one of Hollywood’s favorite heroines. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00 $13.95

596875X FIREBALL: Carole Lombard and the Mystery of Flight 3. By Rihanna Dhawan. Presents the complete story of the tragic weekend in 1942 that stunned the nation, resulting in a Hollywood mystery that has endured to this day. Matzen charts the starlet’s plummet from the sky, the desperate search that followed, and the murmurs of sabotage that were kindled in the aftermath. 32 pages of photos. 388 pages. Paladin. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $6.95

3769117 NEVER GROW UP. By Jackie Chan with Z. Mo. This global superstar reflects on his early life, including his childhood years at the China Drama Academy, his big breaks in Hong Kong and Hollywood, his numerous brushes with death, and his life as a husband and father, full of pages of photos, many in color. 333 pages. Gallery. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00 $11.95

3769127 NEVER GROW UP. By Jackie Chan with Z. Mo. In this candid memoir from one of the most recognizable and beloved cinematic personalities in the world, Chan never shies away from his mistakes, and he applies the same spirit of openness to his story. An honest, funny account of a kind, brave, and still young at heart individual. 16 pages of photos, some color. 333 pages. Gallery. Pub. at $26.00 $6.95

* 3706485 I MUST SAY: My Life as a Humble Comedy Legend. By Martin Short with D. Kamp. In this engagingly witty, wise, and heartfelt memoir, Short tells the tale of how showbiz-obsessed kid from Canada transformed himself into a globe-trotting international star. Night Live legend and one of Hollywood’s favorite funnymen, known to his famous peers as the “comedian’s comedian.” Book Club Edition. Photos. 333 pages. Picador. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00 $12.95

2881268 BY HERSELF. By Rose McCoyan. The raw, honest, and poignant memoir of the reigning icon of millennial, fearless artist, and unstoppable force for change who is determined to expose the truth about the entertainment industry, dismantle the concept of fame, shine a light on a multibillion-dollar business built on exploiting, misguiding, and empowering everyone. 251 pages. HarperOne. Pub. at $27.99 $4.95

6936330 MAYO GIRLS: A Lifetime with Carrie and Debbie. By Todd Fisher. Equal parts love letter and family portrait, this is a deeply felt journey through love, laughter, and life with Carrie and Debbie. Todd offers a moving account of two extraordinary women whose connection to each other proved so powerful that even death could separate them for long. 32 pages of photos, some color. 388 pages. Doubleday. Pub. at $23.95 $9.95

3842273 A LITTLE RED RIDING HOOD. By Roshan Patel. Here is a fresh and original look at a man whose work is a must for acting and directing students of every age, established actors and directors, filmmakers, theatre professionals, and fans of her work. 390 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $24.95 $15.85

* 3744000 NEVER GROW UP. By Jackie Chan with Z. Mo. This global superstar reflects on his early life, including his childhood years at the China Drama Academy, his big breaks in Hong Kong and Hollywood, his numerous brushes with death, and his life as a husband and father, full of pages of photos, many in color. 333 pages. Gallery. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00 $11.95

2898451 I MUST SAY: My Life as a Humble Comedy Legend. By Martin Short with D. Kamp. In this engagingly witty, wise, and heartfelt memoir, Short tells the tale of how showbiz-obsessed kid from Canada transformed himself into a globe-trotting international star. Night Live legend and one of Hollywood’s favorite funnymen, known to his famous peers as the “comedian’s comedian.” Book Club Edition. Photos. 333 pages. Picador. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00 $12.95

2808714 AWA: A Life in Movies. By K.B. Bean & A. Uzarowski. From the backwoods of North Carolina to the MGM back lot to the Rome of La Dolce Vita: this beautiful volume reveals the stunning journey of Ava Gardner, a life lived to the fullest. K.B. Bean, on her sultry screen persona, delves down to earth personality and lifelong love affair with Frank Sinatra, she left an indelible mark on Hollywood history. Fully illus., some in color, 264 pages. Running Press. Pub. at $40.00 $3.95

2942577 BRUCE LEE: A Life. By Matthew Polly. Explores Lee’s boyhood as a child star in Hong Kong cinema, through relative obscurity years ago, when he got sent away to America; his beginnings as a martial arts teacher; his struggles as an Asian American actor in Hollywood; his difficulties juggling a skyrocketing career with his duties as a father and husband; and his short but legendary fight career that ended on May 27, 1973. 640 pages. S&S. Paperbound. Pub. at $20.00 $14.95

3692051 BRUCE LEE: A Life. By Matthew Polly. Bruce Lee made martial arts a global phenomenon. He bridged the divide between Eastern and Western cultures. He smashed long-held stereotypes of Asian men and women. And he lived a short but legendary life. This is an honest, revealing, and long overdue look at an impressive yet imperfect man whose personal story was more entertaining than any of his movies. In this 16 pages of photos, many in color. 327 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $29.95 $6.95
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THE FIRST KING OF HOLLYWOOD: The Life of Douglas Fairbanks. By Tracey Goessel. A cache of newly discovered love letters from Douglas Fairbanks to his wife Mary Pickford, form the centerpiece of this truly definitive biography of Hollywood’s first king: the original Robin Hood, the true Zorro, the man who did his own stunts, built his own studio, and formed a company that allowed artists to distribute their own wealth outside the studio system. 16 pages of photos. Chicago Review. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $15.95

HOWARD STERN COMES AGAIN. By Howard Stern. Regnery. Pub. at $22.99

JOAN CRAWFORD: The Classic Hollywood Legend. By L.J. Quirk & W. Schoell. Sets the record straight by reexamining Crawford’s life through what mattered to her most—her films. Reveals how being a movie star was serious business to Crawford. The portrait that emerges is one of a woman who went after what she wanted, which was to be one of the most successful actresses in Hollywood. 52 pages of photos. 294 pages. UPky. Pub. at $34.95 $27.95

BUFFY SAINTE-MARIE: The Authorized Biography. By Andrea Warner. Packard with insight and knowledge, this biography offers an unforgotten look at a remarkable and colorful story. Bursting with scripts and monologues; letters from famous friends; rare photographs; scrapbook clippings; never before heard jokes and more. 336 pages. Abrams. 9¼x11¼. Pub. at $40.00

DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS: The Fourth Musketeer. By R. Hancock & L. Fairbanks. On screen and off, Fairbanks was a force of nature, programming in easy leading man and borders from the Broadway stage to silent movies when feature-length film was just a few years old. But it was through his extraordinary success as a producer that Fairbanks achieved the goal of all creative people: to run his own show. Well

THE FIRST KING OF HOLLYWOOD: The Life of Douglas Fairbanks. By Tracey Goessel. A cache of newly discovered love letters from Douglas Fairbanks to his wife Mary Pickford, form the centerpiece of this truly definitive biography of Hollywood’s first king: the original Robin Hood, the true Zorro, the man who did his own stunts, built his own studio, and formed a company that allowed artists to distribute their own wealth outside the studio system. 16 pages of photos. Chicago Review. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $15.95

BUFFY SAINTE-MARIE: The Authorized Biography. By Andrea Warner. Packard with insight and knowledge, this biography offers an unforgotten look at a remarkable and colorful story. Bursting with scripts and monologues; letters from famous friends; rare photographs; scrapbook clippings; never before heard jokes and more. 336 pages. Abrams. 9¼x11¼. Pub. at $40.00
unpredictable memoir chronicles the life of B movie actor Tom Hunter, and

By Marc Eliot. Offers the definitive examination of the actor’s public and private life, from his troubled childhood in England, through his charismatic career and astonishing number of romances, to his affairs with boxes, to his Kids. 16 pages of photos. 336 pages. Da Capo. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99 $5.95


3797556 CARY GRANT. By Marc Eliot. Offers the definitive examination of the actor’s public and private life, from his troubled childhood in England, through his charismatic career and astonishing number of romances, to his affairs with boxes, to his Kids. 16 pages of photos. 336 pages. Da Capo. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99 $5.95

3780538 STEVE McQUEEN. By Marc Eliot. Captures McQueen’s fascinating life from his hardscrabble childhood to his rise to superstar status, his struggles with alcohol and drugs, and through his three marriages, with intimate detail and candor. 16 pages of photos. 354 pages. Three Rivers. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.00 $5.95


3751332 VOICE LESSONS: How a Couple of Ninja Turtles, Pinky, and an Aniamnic Saved My Life. By Rob Paullsen with M. Fleeman. Tells the heartwarming story of Rob Paullsen’s life, from on and off screen and his experience with aggressive throat cancer, his treatment and the recovery regime, which led to a full recovery. Paullsen quickly returned to doing what he loves, but with a much deeper appreciation of what he’s still so close to losing. Viva Editions. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95 $14.95

6785839 BARBARA LA MARR: The Girl Who Was Too Beautiful for Hollywood. By Sherri Snyder. In the first full-length biography of the woman known as “the girl who was too beautiful,” Snyder presents a complete portrait of one of the silent era’s most infamous screen sirens. Drawing on never before released diary entries, correspondence, and creative works, it offers a valuable perspective on women’s contributions to the cinematic arts. Well illus. 444 pages. UPKy. Pub. at $45.00 $31.95

2919388 BUT ENOUGH ABOUT ME: A Memoir. By Burt Reynolds & J. Winokur. LARGE PRINT EDITION. This memoir takes readers from the Broadway stages where Reynolds got his start to his subsequent rise to national prominence. Reynolds recalls in personal parlays and refocuses his attention on his legacy as a father and an acting teacher, leaving readers with a classic from one of Hollywood’s most enduring stars. 16 pages of photos. 447 pages. Center Point. Pub. at $35.95 $6.95

6732135 BUT ENOUGH ABOUT ME: A Memoir. By Burt Reynolds & J. Winokur. Chronicles Reynolds’ meteoric rise to fame from Oscar nominations to the spread in Cosmopolitan magazine to the financial decisions that took him from rich to poor and back again. Reynolds shares the wisdom that has come from his many highs and lows and opens up about his romances and friendships, Broadway, movie stardom, most colorful and candid memoir of today’s most celebrated leading man. 302 pages. Putnam. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00 $4.95

2780461 CHARLTON HESTON: Hollywood’s Last Icon. By Marc Eliot. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Unravels the epic life story of one of America’s most iconic actors, bringing to light Heston’s greatest achievements in movies and TV as well as his greatest failures and regrets. The author examines and celebrates the lasting legacy of Heston, taking advantage of never before heard stories of him as told by his family, friends, and colleagues. Well illus. 884 pages. HarperLuxe. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.99 $5.95

6855539 CHARLTON HESTON: Hollywood’s Last Icon. By Marc Eliot. Eliot’s definitive biography, which benefits from extraordinary access to friends, family, and private papers, unravels the epic life story of America’s most iconic actors, bringing to light Heston’s greatest achievements as well as his greatest failures and regrets—culminating in an account that is informed, moving, artful, and honest. Well illus. 553 pages. Dey Street. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.99 $7.95

3763876 THE LIFE AND AFTERLIFE OF HARRY HOUDINI. By Joe Posnanski. Fueled by the entertainment industry that created him, this is informed, moving, artful, and honest. Well illus. many in color. 208 pages. Media Lab Books. Pub. at $22.99 $21.95

2995425 FOREVER NERDY: Living My Dorky Dreams and Staying Metal. By Brian Posehn. The memoir is a love letter to the beloved comedian, actor, and writer, hilariously detailed and revealing. It’s like to grow up as a dork and find yourself a nerd. This isn’t Posehn’s life story, just some bizarre and hilarious stories from his life, along with a captivating look back at nearly fifty years of rock and metal culture. 16 pages of photos, 274 pages. Scribner. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00 $9.95

2949822 THE FIRST LADY OF BOND. By Ericay Gayon et al. Th e frank and engaging self-portrait of the actress who is Happy as remembered as the very first Bond girl. 16 pages of photos, some color. 239 pages. Signum. Pub. at $25.95 $13.45


2949490 THEY’RE PLAYING OUR SONG: A Memoir. By Carole Bayer Sager. In this deeply personal account of how love and heartbreak inspired many of her songs, Sager reveals that while her professional life was filled with success and fascinating people, her personal life was far more difficult and dramatic. 16 pages of photos, most in color. 336 pages. S&S. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00 $13.45


673409X ROCK HUDSON EROTIC FIRE. By D. Porter & D. Prince. In the dying days of Hollywood’s Golden Age, Rock Hudson was the most celebrated phallic symbol and lust object in America. This volume chronicled his marriage to a soap opera player trying to master the rules of show business to legendary character actor turning in classic performances. Photos. 274 pages. Scribner. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99 $11.95

5765382 JAMES DEAN: Tomorrow Never Comes. By D. Porter & D. Prince. In this compelling and unvarnished overview of James Dean’s life, the authors take the reader behind the celluloid facade of his role as the “king of cool” to find the man behind the legend. With the help of old gaggles of lovers, friends, enemies, and acquaintances speak out about him, cracking at last the enigma of his “Live Fast, Die Young” screen image. Photos. 744 pages. Blood Moon. Paperbound. Pub. at $28.95 $21.95
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pseudo-Dickensian portrayal of Chaplin's childhood give us an invaluable depiction of Chaplin as he wished to be seen in 1916. Its naïveté and Covers Chaplin's earliest life through his first brushes with fame and career, the loves, and the life of a man who never learned to play by Hollywood's rules. Nick Reynolds & D. Hannaway. This expose of Kirk Douglas was a star of the twentieth century stage, screen, and screen, and random musings from a woman who has seen it all–and done most of it! In this fabulous personal tour through 65 years onstage and on-screen, Debbie recalls wonderful moments with the greats of the entertainment world. 16 pages of photos. 276 pages. HarperLuxe. Paperbound. Pub. at $25.99

697516X UNSINKABLE: A Memoir. By Debbie Reynolds & D. Hannaway. The definitive memoir by the legendary actress and performer, featuring secrets, stories, jokes, and random musings from a woman who has seen it all—and done most of it! In this fabulous personal tour through 65 years onstage and on-screen, Debbie recalls wonderful moments with the greats of the entertainment world. 16 pages of color photos. 268 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $25.99

5805066 MAKE 'EM LAUGH: Short-Term Memories of Longtime Friends. By Debbie Reynolds & D. Hannaway. An entertaining collection of vignettes, stories, jokes, and random musings from a woman who has seen it all—and done most of it! In this fabulous personal tour through 65 years onstage and on-screen, Debbie recalls wonderful moments with the greats of the entertainment world. 16 pages of color photos. 268 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $25.99


2992876 TRUMPETS FROM THE STEEP. By Diana Cooper. The last volume of Lady Diana Cooper's memoirs covers the years of the Second World War and its aftermath, when her husband Duff Cooper served as Minister of Information and then in various diplomatic posts around the world. Illus. 253 pages. Vintage. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95

PRICE CUT to $11.95

2992868 THE RAINBOW COMES AND GOES. By Diana Cooper. Lady Diana Cooper was a star of the mid-twentieth century stage and screen, and a social scene. This first installment of her sparkling autobiography tells of her upbringing, her debut into high society, and the glittering parties which were interrupted by the outbreak of the First World War. Illus. 242 pages. Vintage. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95

PRICE CUT to $14.95

6868457 HARRY LANGDON: King of Silent Comedy. By G. Oldham & M. Langdon. Examine the three distinct stages of Langdon's career, from his early training in vaudeville and his meteoric rise and fall as a silent film comedian, and his continuous work in sound film and live theater. Oldham offers a long-overdue look at a multifaceted, complex, and talented entertainer who left behind a rich legacy. Well illus. 346 pages. UPK. Pub. at $40.00

PRICE CUT to $19.95

2915618 MAKE 'EM LAUGH: Short-Term Memories of Longtime Friends. By Debbie Reynolds & D. Hannaway. In this fabulous personal tour through 65 years of struggle and success, he has found peace on his own terms, juggling projects while raising his young daughter. 16 pages of photos, some color. 352 pages. HarperLuxe. Paperbound. Pub. at $28.99

6389339 REBEL: My Life Outside the Lines. By Nick Nolte. Offered a candid, unvarnished, close-up look at the man, the career, the loves, and the life of a man who never learned to play by Hollywood's rules. Motivated by personal, edgy projects, not box office success, he has found peace on his own terms, juggling projects while raising his young daughter. 16 pages of photos, some in color. 256 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $28.99

6559693 GO SLOW: The Life of Julie London. By Michael Owen. The contrast between image and reality, the public and the private, is at the heart of Julie London's story. London charts every stage of her career: her years as a 1940s movie starlet, her decades as a coolly defiant singer, her return to the TV screen in the '70s, and her ultimate decision to walk away from performance. 24 pages of photos, some color. 293 pages. HarperCollins. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99


2917181 REBEL: My Life Outside the Lines. By Nick Nolte. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Offers a candid, unvarnished, close-up look at the man, the career, the loves, and the life of a man who never learned to play by Hollywood's rules. Motivated by personal, edgy projects, not box office success, he has found peace on his own terms, juggling projects while raising his young daughter. 16 pages of photos, some color. 256 pages. Morrow. Paperbound. Pub. at $34.95


PRICE CUT to $3.95

2872447 REBEL: My Life Outside the Lines. By Nick Nolte. A career spanning five decades and hundreds of roles, Kirk Douglas has become a true Hollywood icon. With many ups and downs, he has remained true to the craft he loves, portraying a diverse range of characters. Nolte offers a candid close-up look at his legendary career and loves. 16 pages of photos, some in color. 256 pages. Morrow. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99

PRICE CUT to $9.95

2924552 CHARLIE CHAPLIN’S OWN STORY. By Harry M. Geduld. Covers Chaplin’s earliest life through his first brushes with fame and depicts Chaplin as he wished to be seen in 1916. Its naïveté and pseudo-Dickensian portrayal of Chaplin’s childhood give us an invaluable glimpse into the psyche of a man who never learned to play by Hollywood's rules. Motivated by personal, edgy projects, not box office success, he has found peace on his own terms, juggling projects while raising his young daughter. 16 pages of photos, some color. 256 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $28.99

6384841 HE’S GOT RHYTHM: The Life and Career of Gene Kelly. By Cynthia & Sara Brideson. Drawing on articles, recent interviews, including one with the star himself, and other never-before-unearthed primary sources, the authors offer a multifaceted portrait of the consummate professional and perfectionist. This comprehensive biography provides a balanced and entertaining view of one of the most beloved entertainers of all time. 48 pages of photos and 17 pages of photos. UPK. Pub. at $39.95

PRICE CUT to $24.95

6950083 THE GIRL ON THE BALCONY: Olivia Hussey Finds Life After Romeo & Juliet. With Alexander Martin. Olivia Hussey became one of his most famous faces in the world, immortalized as the beloved Juliet of Shakespeare. But intimately close to the legendary performers she knew, loved, and worked with and also discover the identity of the young actor who raped her, but could never break her. 16 pages of photos, some color. 44 pages. 323 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $26.00

PRICE CUT to $12.95

2992876 TRUMPETS FROM THE STEEP. By Diana Cooper. The last volume of Lady Diana Cooper’s memoirs covers the years of the Second World War and its aftermath, when her husband Duff Cooper served as Minister of Information and then in various diplomatic posts around the world. Illus. 253 pages. Vintage. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95

PRICE CUT to $11.95
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Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99

3786586

VERDI: The Man Revealed. By John Suchet. For the first time Lewis’s story is told in full, as he shared it over two years with Ryan White. This intimate and moving memoir, told in full, as he shared it over two years with Ryan White.

6948850

BEEN SO LONG: My Life and Music. By Jorma Kaukonen. From the man who made a name for himself as the founding member and lead guitarist of Jefferson Airplane comes a memoir that offers a rare glimpse onto the heart and soul of a musical genius, and a vivid journey through the psychedelic era in America. This memoir is as unforgettable as it is inspiring, and the story is told in full, as he shared it over two years with Ryan White.

6947641

THE AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF GUCCI MANE. With N. Martinez-Belkin. Taking us to his roots in Alabama, the streets of East Atlanta, the trap house, and the studio where he found his voice as a peerless rapper, Mane reflects on his inimitable career and also his years behind bars, the murder charge, addiction and the making of the Trap God, 24 pages of photos, many in color. 286 pages. S&S. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00

$4.95

6943829

JIMMY BUFFETT: A Good Life All the Way. By Ryan White. The full story of Buffett’s rise from singing songs for beer to his emergence as a tropical icon and CEO behind Margaritaville industrial complex, a vast network of merchandise, chain restaurants, resorts, and lifestyle products all inspired by his ode to a lost shaker of salt. Color photos. 354 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99

$4.95

691361X

THE WAY IT WAS: My Life with Frank Sinatra. By E. Weisman & J. Valoppi. Shows a side of Sinatra few knew–as a lion in winter, he was struggling with the challenges that come with old age, depression, his personal demons, his cancer treatment, his three marriages, his antidepressants. By his side through it all, Weisman was a witness to a man who had towering confidence and staggering fearlessness. Color photos. 411 pages. Touchstone. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99

$4.95

6953816

CAPTAIN FANTASTIC: Elton John’s Stellar Trip Through the ’70s. By Tom Doyle. Based on rare one-on-one interviews with the flamboyant rock’n’roll icon, this is the first biography to detail Elton John’s meteoric rise to superstardom. Photos. 302 pages. Ballantine. Pub. at $30.00

$6.95

8958654

RECKLESS DAUGHTER: A Portrait of Joni Mitchell. By David Yaffe. The remarkable, heartbreaking story of how the blonde girl from Saskatchewan with the guitar became a superstar of folk music in the 1960s, a key figure in the Laurel Canyon music scene of the 1970s, and the songwriter who spoke resonantly to, and for, audiences around the world. Photos. 420 pages. HarperCollins. Pub. at $32.99

$8.95

6958666

CHANGE OF SEASONS: A Memoir. By John Oates with C. Edging. As one member of the most successful pop duo in the world, and a member of the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame, Oates shares his highs, lows, triumphs, and failures in this engaging memoir, taking the reader on a wild ride through all the eras, personalities, and music that has been a part of his life. Illus. 496 pages. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99

$4.95

6948850

THE WAY IT WAS: My Life with Frank Sinatra. By E. Weisman & J. Valoppi. Shows a side of Sinatra few knew–as a lion in winter, he was struggling with the challenges that come with old age, depression, his personal demons, his cancer treatment, his three marriages, his antidepressants. By his side through it all, Weisman was a witness to a man who had towering confidence and staggering fearlessness. Color photos. 411 pages. Touchstone. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99

$4.95

691361X

THE WAY IT WAS: My Life with Frank Sinatra. By E. Weisman & J. Valoppi. Shows a side of Sinatra few knew–as a lion in winter, he was struggling with the challenges that come with old age, depression, his personal demons, his cancer treatment, his three marriages, his antidepressants. By his side through it all, Weisman was a witness to a man who had towering confidence and staggering fearlessness. Color photos. 411 pages. Touchstone. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99

$4.95

6953816

CAPTAIN FANTASTIC: Elton John’s Stellar Trip Through the ’70s. By Tom Doyle. Based on rare one-on-one interviews with the flamboyant rock’n’roll icon, this is the first biography to detail Elton John’s meteoric rise to superstardom. Photos. 302 pages. Ballantine. Pub. at $30.00

$6.95

6879640

HANK: The Short Life and Long Country Road of Hank Williams. By Mark Ribowsky. In a heartbreakingly portrait of Williams’s father, Ribowsky returns us to the genre’s origins to shine a light on the man behind the tipped cowboy hat—the charismatic troubadour who hid the wounds of his colorful life behind a clown’s gaudy garb to get through the day. His was always teetering on the edge of tragedy. 16 pages of photos. 472 pages. Liveright. Pub. at $29.95

$7.95

2998527

INFINITE TUESDAY: An Autobiographical Rif. By Michael Nesmith. Michael Nesmith, one of rock music’s most remarkable women, explores the special communities that enabled him to compose music and asks tough questions about why we don’t hear their masterpieces performed. The celebrated composers include Francesco Caccini; Thomas Willis, Dr. Abel Siles, and Clara Clara—all which helped to produce music that speaks to the heart. Illus. 349 pages. Knopf. Pub. at $30.00

$17.95

2858673

SOUNDS AND SWEET AIRS: The Forgotten Women of Classical Music. By Anna Beer. This volume reveals the hidden histories of eight remarkable, women composers, explores the special communities that enabled them to compose their music, and asks tough questions about why we don’t hear their masterpieces performed. The celebrated composers include Francesca Caccini; Thomas Willis, Dr. Abel Siles, and Clara Clara—all which helped to produce music that speaks to the heart. Illus. 349 pages. Knopf. Pub. at $30.00

$17.95

2586737

SCHUMAN’s: The Faces and the Masks. By Mark Chernaik. Offering an engrossing account of a major composer whose life and works have been the subject of intense controversy forever since his early death in a mental asylum. Drawing on archival material, Chernaik sheds new light on Schumann’s life, his sexual escapades, his ill-timed child, and his relationship with Clara—all which helped to produce music that speaks to the heart. Illus. 349 pages. Knopf. Pub. at $30.00

$17.95

2789299

RECKLESS DAUGHTER: A Portrait of Joni Mitchell. By David Yaffe. The remarkable, heartbreaking story of how the blonde girl from Saskatchewan with the guitar became a superstar of folk music in the 1960s, a key figure in the Laurel Canyon music scene of the 1970s, and the songwriter who spoke resonantly to, and for, audiences around the world. Photos. 420 pages. HarperCollins. Pub. at $32.99

$8.95

3701972

TCHAIKOVSKY: The Man Revealed. By John Suchet. A tortured genius, a sensitive soul, and a great composer burdened by his family’s expectations, Tchaikovsky’s life is explored in full in this biography. A man who was too much to laugh and to despair, his mercurial temperament found its outlet in some of the most inspired music ever written. Illus, many in color. 275 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $29.95

$21.95

3786365

VERDI: The Man Revealed. By John Suchet. Verdi remains Italy’s greatest operatic composer and a man of apparent contradictions, vividly brought to life through a nuanced examination of his life and monumental music. The author reveals the true character of this great artist and the operas for which he will be forever known. Well illus. many in color. 279 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $27.95

$9.95

3786872

IRVING BERLIN: New York Genius. By James Kaplan. Exploring the interplay of Berlin’s life with the life of New York City, Kaplan offers a visceral narrative of Berlin. This fast paced, musically informed biography uncovers Berlin’s unique brilliance as a composer of music and lyrics. This title underscores Berlin’s continued relevance in American popular culture. 398 pages. Yale. Pub. at $30.00

$19.95

3762939

JERRY LEWIS: His Own Story. By Rick Bragg. For the first time Lewis’s story is told in full, as he shared it over two years with Ryan White. This intimate and moving memoir, told in full, as he shared it over two years with Ryan White.

$6.95

3780171

LIVED TO TELL IT ALL. By George Jones with T. Carter. He was always singing, even when he could barely stand: George Jones, the dirt poor Texas country boy who shot to the heights of country music fame and to the depths of despair. In this moving, startlingly candid memoir, Jones tells all and delivers a story you won’t forget. 375 pages of photos. 430 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99

$9.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/812 - 37 -

3736871 NEIL ARMSTRONG: A Life of Flight. By Jay Barbree. Much has been written about Neil Armstrong, America’s hero and history’s most famous space traveler. Yet, shy of fame and never one to steal the spotlight, Armstrong was always reluctant to discuss his personal side of the events. Here for the first time is the story of his life of flight, shared for the first time in any modern biography. $29.95. 362 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. $12.95.

3658208 THE ARCTIC LAZARUS: An Arctic Adventure. By David L. Brainard. In 1881 a crew of 21 men set out on the Proteus to explore the Arctic Circle. During its three year journey, the crew endured the harsh weather and low supplies decimated the crew. Only six members of the expedition remained when a rescue vessel finally reached them, the author one of them. His account unfurls here. 277 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. $18.99.

484990X NOTHING DAUNTED: The Unexpected Education of Two Society Girls in the West. By Dorothy Wickenden. In the summer of 1891, Dorothy Woodruff and Rosamond Underwood left home in Auburn, New York, for their long awaited trip to the Far West. Bound by the dreams of their family and the lure of the wilds of the Colorado mountain. $17.95. 286 pages. Scribner. Paperbound. $15.00.

6981178 YELLOWSTONE RANGER. By Jerry Mennin. Mennin’s distinguished career in the National Park Service spanned four decades, three national parks, and a remarkable 32 year stay in Yellowstone, the park he loved and never left. In his long awaited memoir, he takes readers behind the scenes to learn firsthand what it’s like to be a park ranger. Riverbench. Paperbound. $22.00.

5895558 A GOOD MAN WITH A DOG: A Game Warden’s 25 Years in the Maine Woods. By Roger Guay with K.C. Flora. The story of game warden Roger Guay and his canine partners as they travel through a considerable number of dangerous situations. From tracking down hostile poachers to searching for victims of violent crimes, Guay and his dog becomes a legend and witness to waxing and waning the post-Katrina cleanup efforts, which left him scarred and disharmonized. 16 pages of color photos. 273 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. $24.99.

5940028 ALMOST ANYWHERE. By Kristin Searle. At twenty-eight-years old, Searle, a mus. $19.95. 357 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. $27.99.

376981X ENDURANCE: A Year in Space, a Lifetime of Discovery. By Scott Kelly with M.L. Dean. The astronaut who spent a record-breaking year aboard the International Space Station offers a candid account of his experiences in the distant reaches of space, both his scientific endeavors during the shuttle, and his colorful formative years. 24 pages of color photos. 387 pages. Knopf. Paperbound. $29.95.

4627792 LAST OF THE DISASTERS: The True and Survival on the Antarctic Seas. By Matt Lewis. June 6, 1998. Twenty-three-year-old Lewis was working aboard a fishing boat in Antarctica when a storm came in. With the captain missing and the crew forced to abandon ship. Lewis directed the escape onto three life rafts. Here is his story in starling, color photos. most color, 230 pages. Plume. Paperbound. $17.00.

370499X THE FORGOTTEN ADVENTURES OF RICHARD HALLIBURTON. By R. Scott Williams. Richard Halliburton ran away from his home in Memphis at the age of nineteen to lead an exceptionally dramatic and legendary life. His exploits around the globe made him an internationally known celebrity and the most famous travel writer of his time. This narrative details the spectacular exploits of a true adventurer. Well illus, 192 pages. History Press. Paperbound. $19.99.

6759329 A TRUE AND PRECARIOUS FATE: A True Story of Disaster and Survival on the Antarctic Seas. By Matt Lewis. June 6, 1998. Twenty-three-year-old Lewis was working aboard a fishing boat in Antarctica when a storm came in. With the captain missing and the crew forced to abandon ship. Lewis directed the escape onto three life rafts. Here is his story in startling, color photos. most color, 230 pages. Plume. Paperbound. $17.00.

376916X ENDURANCE: A Year in Space, a Lifetime of Discovery. By Scott Kelly with M.L. Dean. The astronaut who spent a record-breaking year aboard the International Space Station offers a candid account of his experiences in the distant reaches of space, both his scientific endeavors during the shuttle, and his colorful formative years. 24 pages of color photos. 387 pages. Knopf. Paperbound. $29.95.

9871319 MOTHER, DANIEL BOONE: The Draper Interviews with Nathan Boone. Ed. by Neil O. Draper. Much has been written since Daniel Boone concluded interviews with his son, Nathan. The interviews provided a wealth of information about Boone. It is an engaging account of one of America’s greatest pioneers in which he attempts to set the record straight and clear up some of the myths about his father. 180 pages. UPKY. Paperbound. Paperbound. $17.95.


Adventurers & Explorers

★ 6980875 ALEXANDER VON HUMBOLDT: The Complete Drawings from the American Travel Diaries. By O. Eete & J. Maier. This volume presents all of Humboldt’s American travel diaries, completed between 1799-1804. Featuring reproductions in facsimile quality, original text excerpts, and commentary, by renowned scholars. Each page inside of Humboldt’s work, this stunning illustrated work offers remarkable insight into his prescient observations. Slipcased. 735 pages. Prestel. 10x14. Pub. at $195.00 $144.95

5775044 GOING GYPSY: One Couple’s Adventure from Empty Nest to No Nest at All. By David & Veronica James. Faced with an empty nest-as well as a growing gap between their dreams and reality-the Jameses decided to throw caution to the wind, quitting their jobs, selling their home, putting on their vagabond shoes and hitting the road in a beat-up old RV. Now, they’re sharing their hilarious and transformative journey 32 pages of color photos. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 PRICE CUT to $2.95

37196X THE LAST ENGLISHMEN: Love, War, and the End of Empire. By Laurie Gwen Shapiro. The spectacular story of a scrappy teenager from New York’s Lower East Side who stowed away on the Roaring Twenties’ most transformative voyage of an empire. 358 pages. Graywolf. Pub. at $28.00 PRICE CUT to $5.95

★ 2869942 THE STOWAWAY: A Young Man’s Extraordinary Adventure to Antarctica. By Laurie Gwen Shapiro. This true story takes you on the unforgettable and incredible voyage of Billy Gwarkowski. 16 pages of photos. 208 pages. S&S. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00 PRICE CUT to $9.95

2837773 NO PICNIC ON MOUNT KENYA: The Story of Three POW’s Escape to Adventure. By Felice Benzoni. The remarkable story of three Italian men who broke out of British POW camp 354, near Mount Kenya, and with improvised equipment and meager rations, climbed the north face of the Mountain, and then unluckily broke back into camp. This edition includes Benzoni’s watercolors, and a final chapter never before appearing in 292 pages. MacLehose Press. Pub. at $29.99

★ 2915261 THE CATALOGUE OF SHIPWRECKED BODIES, A Collection of Sea Narratives. By Taliesin Trow. This volume tells the extraordinary story of Hernando Colón, a singular visionary of the printing press age who also happened to be Christopher Columbus’ illegitimate son. This account of his life follows the Roaring Twenty’s most remarkable feat of science and daring: an expedition to Antarctica. This true account takes you on the unforgettable and incredible voyage of Billy Gwarkowski. 16 pages of photos. 208 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 PRICE CUT to $5.95

2958410 OCEAN OF INSIGHT. By Heather Lyn Mann. 368 pages. Parallax Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95 $4.95

585265X THE ROAD HEADED WEST. By Leon McCarron. 349 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $24.99 $5.95


3725793 EYE OF A HUNDRED MIDNIGHTS: The Star-Crossed Love Story of Two WWII Correspondents and Their Epic Escape Across the Pacific. By Bill Lascher. Photos. 408 pages. Signet. $22.95


6926495 SIR MARTIN FROBISHER: Seaman, Soldier, Explorer. By Taliesin Trow. 188 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $33.95 $3.95


★ 6794068 THE STOWAWAY: A Young Man’s Extraordinary Adventure to Antarctica. By Laurie Gwen Shapiro. 16 pages of photos. 239 pages. S&S. Paperback. Pub. at $26.00 $9.95

★ 2818191 THE WHITE DARKNESS. By David Grann. 143 pages. Doubleday. Pub. at $20.00 PRICE CUT to $5.95

5846744 GREAT BRITISH ADVENTURERS: From Captain Cook to Shackleton. Photos. 128 pages. Remember When. Pub. at $34.95 PRICE CUT to $3.95

Lives of Women

2891085 MY SECRET MOTHER. By Phyllis Whitsett. After years of searching, the author finds her birth mother, known locally as “Tipperary Mary.” The mother she discovers is a broken woman—a victim of early-onset dementia and an alcoholic, crushed by years of missing the daughter she gave up. Phyllis begins to secretly care for her mother, mining an incredible story of forgiveness and compassion. Photos, some color. 248 pages. Collins. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99 $3.95


6930212 A NEW MODEL: What Confidence, Beauty & Power Really Look Like. By Ashley Graham with R. Paley. When Ashley Graham became the first size 14 model to be featured on the cover of Sports Illustrated, she broke a barrier many thought impenetrable. Here, she shares the story of her life and career, from the mall in Nebraska, where she was discovered, to her move to New York City as a naive teenager, to her years as a catalog model and beyond. Color photos. 198 pages. Downtown. Paperback. Pub. at $26.99 $9.95

3741257 JACQUELINE BOUVIER KENNEDY ONASSIS: The Untold Story. By Barbara Learning. With extraordinary skill and great sensitivity, Learning’s biography is the first to document Jackie’s brutal, lonely, and valiant 31-year struggle with post traumatic stress disorder (PTSD). Here is the woman as she has never been seen before in heartrending detail. Photos. 358 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $27.99 SOLD OUT

3780384 ORANGE IS THE NEW BLACK: My Year in a Women’s Prison. By Piper Kerman. With a career, a boyfriend, and a loving family, Kerman barely resembles the reckless young woman who stowed away on the Roaring Twenty’s most peculiar voyage: an expedition to Antarctica. This true account takes you on the unforgettable and incredible voyage of Billy Gwarkowski. 16 pages of photos. 208 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95

2951001 DRIVING MISS NORMA: An Inspirational Story About What Really Matters at the End of Life. By T. Baurerschmidt & R. Liddle. When Norma was diagnosed with terminal cancer, she was advised to undergo surgery and chemotherapy. But instead of confining herself to a hospital bed, Miss Norma rose to her full height of five feet and told the doctor, “I’m ninety years old. I’m hitting the road!” She happens to them when they’re there. 327 pages. Spiegel & Grau. Paperback. Pub. at $29.00 $15.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/812
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1079009 A BEAUTIFUL, TERRIBLE THING: A Memoir of Marriage and Betrayal. By Jen Waite. A memoir of incredible power. Waite’s story is a harrowing and inspiring account of a woman who finds a strength forged by fire when everything she believed in turns out to be an illusion. 280 pages. Plume. Pub. at $25.00 $4.95

2835553 BECOMING. By Michelle Obama. Narrated with grace, good humor, and uncommon candor. Michelle Obama provides a vivid account of her youth, college years, career and the early years of her marriage to Barack. She provides a vivid behind the scenes look at her family’s history-making journey – from the global limelight as well as their life in the White House. 16 pages of photos, many in color. 426 pages. Crown. Pub. at $32.50 $24.95

2949040 DOWN CITY: A Daughter’s Story of Love, Memory, and Murder. By Leah Carroll. A raw, wrenching memoir of a broken family and an indelible portrait of Rhode Island, a tiny state where the ghosts of mafia kingpins live alongside the feisty, stubborn people working hard just to get by. It’s the story of a resilient young woman’s determination to find the truth. 228 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $26.00 $3.95

378457 LEADING LADY: Sherry Lansing and the Making of a Hollywood Groundbreaker. By Stephen Galloway. This definitive biography of movie executive Sherry Lansing sheds light on her groundbreaking journey to become the first female head of a major motion picture studio, shares behind the scenes tales from movie sets and Hollywood boardrooms, and explains what inspired Sherry to walk away from it all to start the Sherry Lansing Foundation. 16 pages of photos, some color. 410 pages. Crown. Pub. at $27.00 $4.95

2911531 DAMAGE DONE: A Mountie’s Memoir. By Deanna Lennox. A former RCMP officer courageously shares her story of job-induced trauma, anger and disillusionment and reveals the events that eventually pushed her mind, body and spirit to the breaking point. But this is also the story of how an angry and bitter cop’s relationship with a horse helped her heal the public and private immense tragedy. 318 pages. Harper. Pub. at $25.95 $12.95

2975847 FREEDOM: My Book of Firsts. By Jaycee Dugard. At the age of eleven Jaycee was abducted from a school bus stop and was missing for more than eighteen years. Now she tells the story of her first experiences after her years in captivity: the joys that accompanied her new found freedom and the challenges of making choices for herself. Photos. 247 pages. S&S. Pub. at $25.00 $3.95

297247X JOAN OF ARC AND THE GREAT FIGHT FOR FRANCE. By Moya Longstaffe. By returning to the oral sources and employing her expertise in languages, the author brings La Pucelle (the maiden) alive and confronts the most difficult questions: was she deluded, unbalanced, fraudulent or innocent? A great visionary to be compared to Catherine of Siena or Francis of Assisi? Illus., some in color. 416 pages. Amberly. Pub. at $31.95 $9.95

2975718 BEAUTY IN THE BROKEN PLACES. By Allison Pataki. This deeply moving memoir is about a young couple whose lives were changed in the blink of an eye, and the love that helped them rewrite their future. This is also a manifesto for living, an ultimately uplifting story about the transformative power of faith and resilience. 16 pages of photos. 245 pages. Random. Pub. at $26.00 $4.95

2869288 DOROTHY DAY: The World Will Be Saved by Beauty. By Kate Hennessy. The story of a woman with a personal and social mission. Dorothy Day founded a radical Christian movement committed to working for justice, eradicating poverty, and helping the needy. This biography offers a greatly expanded and updated portrait of this complex woman and explores the effects of her powerful legacy on her daughter and grandchildren. 372 pages. Scribner. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00 $4.95

2939438 THE MATRIARCH: Barbara Bush and the Making of an American Dynasty. By Susan Page. Based on more than one hundred interviews with Bush friends and family members, and hours of conversation with Mrs. Bush herself in the final six months of her life, Page delivers a groundbreaking biography that is certain to cement Barbara Bush as one of the most influential women in American history. 16 pages of photos. 418 pages. Twelve. Pub. at $32.50 $24.95

2814889 MRS. SHERLOCK HOLMES. By Brad Ricca. Tells the true story of Grace Humiston, the late detective’s wife, and the first U.S. attorney, who turned her back on New York society life to become one of the nation’s greatest crime-fighters during an era when women were still not allowed to vote. Photos. 440 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $4.95

3706036 TRUE STORIES FROM AN UNRELIABLE EYEWITNESS: A Feminist Coming of Age. By Christine Lahti. A fiercely intelligent, hilarious, and deeply feminist collection of scattered stories that illuminate the unreliable eyewitnesses when it comes to our deeply personal memories. Told in a wryly fresh, unique voice, and with the unshakable ability to keep the reader enthralled until the very last page. 200 pages. Harper. Pub. at $25.95 $4.95

Lives of Women

6774628 TRIALS OF THE EARTH: The True Story of a Pioneer Woman. By Mary Mann Hamilton. The first-hand account of a remarkable woman who moved to the western frontier and met the challenges of raising a family, working on the ranch, and surviving difficult winters. The book is filled with fascinating tales of survival and courage. 318 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $27.00 $7.95

2815117 TRIALS OF THE EARTH: The True Story of a Pioneer Woman. By Mary Mann Hamilton. An astonishing first-person account of a pioneer woman who braved grueling work, profound tragedy, and a perilous wilderness where she and her family faced floods, tornadoes, fires, bears, panthers, and snakes—all to establish and protect her home in the American South. 318 pages. Back Bay Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $6.95 $4.95

3701459 MRS. SHERLOCK HOLMES. By Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $4.95


3748704 THE FABULOUS BOUVIER SISTERS: The Tragic and Glamorous Lives of Lee and Nancy Lee. By S. Kashner and James Schonberger. Drawing on candid interviews with Lee, the authors explore the complicated relationship between Jackie and her younger sister. For the first time, we get an intimate, unvarnished portrait of this woman of her time, while the other lived in her shadow. This dual biography sheds light on the lives of two extraordinary women who lived through an enduring legacy. 16 pages of photos. Harper Paper. Pub. at $17.99 $12.95

3729055 GLORIA: A Life. By Mary Mann. A fierce, indelible portrait of Rho de Island, a tiny state that changed the lives of three generations of Mann women. The Mann family faced floods, tornadoes, fires, bears, panthers, and snakes—all to establish and protect her home in the American South. 372 pages. 94 pages of photos, some color. Crown. Pub. at $27.00 $3.95

3729044 WHITE HOUSE DOWN CITY: A Daughter’s Story of Love, Memory, and Murder. By Leah Carroll. A raw, wrenching memoir of a broken family and an indelible portrait of Rhode Island, a tiny state where the ghosts of mafia kingpins live alongside the feisty, stubborn people working hard just to get by. It’s the story of a resilient young woman’s determination to find the truth. 228 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $26.00 $3.95

3729033 TITANIC, TITANIC: The Untold Story of the Sinking of the Ocean liner. By Lloyd C. Allen. The definitive account of the Titanic’s tragic voyage, from the ship’s construction to its final sinking. 369 pages. Scribner. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99 $4.95

3729022 BEAUTY IN THE BROKEN PLACES. By Allison Pataki. This deeply moving memoir is about a young couple whose lives were changed in the blink of an eye, and the love that helped them rewrite their future. This is also a manifesto for living, an ultimately uplifting story about the transformative power of faith and resilience. 16 pages of photos. 245 pages. Random. Pub. at $26.00 $4.95

3729011 TRUE STORIES FROM AN UNRELIABLE EYEWITNESS: A Feminist Coming of Age. By Christine Lahti. A fiercely intelligent, hilarious, and deeply feminist collection of scattered stories that illuminate the unreliable eyewitnesses when it comes to our deeply personal memories. Told in a wryly fresh, unique voice, and with the unshakable ability to keep the reader enthralled until the very last page. 200 pages. Harper. Pub. at $25.95 $4.95
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a child. With learning difficulties, she was tongue tied. She iced out Princess Diana and humiliated Elizabeth...

2837641 RAISING TRUST: Family Values from America’s First Indian Doctor. By Joe Starita. This is the story of an Indian woman who effectively began the chief of an entrenched patriarchal tribe, the story of a woman who fought through silence, isolation, and gender prejudice, then spent the rest of her life using a unique bicultural identity to improve the lot of her people. Photos. 304 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $25.99

6857974 SAVING DANNY. By Cathy Glass. It was a dark, cold winter’s evening when foster care giver, Cathy Glass, carried little Danny to her car. He was petrified and clung to her in desperation. She didn’t understand why he was being sent away, from a mother who could no longer cope with his behavior, and from his father who had rejected him for being different. 312 pages. HarperCollins. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99

685712 GIRL ALONE. By Cathy Glass. A foster caregiver, Cathy Glass, shares another story of a child in her care. When Joss came to the author, she was angry, upset and confused. Four years after finding her father’s lifeless body, she was drinking, drugging, in trouble with the police and at school. Time was running out and Glass was her last chance. 316 pages. HarperCollins. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99

6857555 CAN I LET YOU GO? By Cathy Glass. Faye, aged twenty-four, was more like a child. With learning difficulties, she was tongue tied. She iced out Princess Diana and humiliated Elizabeth...

193687 THE LIGHTHOUSE KEEPER’S POST. By Marjorie Merriweather Post. Living behind the Luxury. By Eugene M. Chung. Living an opulent life, Marjorie Merriweather Post was owner of Postum Cereal Company. But she was also an astute business executive, a driving force in the caring and generous humanitarian, and a committed painter. Illustrated with a wealth of historical photographs, archival documents, and other souvenirs of an extraordinary life, we learn what a remarkable woman she was, 200 pages. Garden. Pub. at $29.95


6570720 MOMMY TOLD ME NOT TO TELL: The True Story of a Troubled Boy with a Dark Secret. By Cathy Glass. When Rebecca’s Glass’s door aged seven-years-old, he has already passed through the hands of four different carers in four weeks. As the details of his short life emerge, it becomes clear that to help him, she will face her biggest challenge yet. 344 pages. HarperCollins. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99

685964X ANOTHER FORGOTTEN CHILD. By Cathy Glass. Eight-year-old Aimee was on the child protection register at birth. Her school repeatedly reported concerns about her bruises, and she was in trouble because of her care many years before, so no one can understand why she was left at home to suffer for so long. A foster caregiver is determined to give her the happy home she deserves. 309 pages. HarperCollins. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99

278307X WHERE HAS MOMMY GONE? By Cathy Glass. The true story of Melody, aged 8, the last of five siblings to be taken from her drug dependent single mother and brought into care. When Cathy is told about Melody’s terrible childhood, she is sure something more is going on than she is aware of, 310 pages. HarperElement. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

2909634 FINDING STEVIE. By Cathy Glass. In the author’s care, Stevie spent time online and Glass warned him about the dangers of talking to strangers and how to stay safe. When his mother and half siblings told their grandmother they had a secret they couldn’t tell, Glass was concerned. But nothing could have prepared her for the truth, when Stevie confessed what he had done. 308 pages. HarperElement. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

6879950 BEER MONEY: A Memoir of Privilege and Loss. By Frances Stroh. Stroh’s earliest memories are of enormous privilege, fueled by the fortune of Stroh Brewing Company. But with the collapse of the Stroh’s beer company came the end of the Stroh dynasty. This is the story of what came next—a young artist’s struggle to find her way out of the ruins of a crumbling world. Photos. 314 pages. HarperCollins. Pub. at $25.99


377288X A PRIVATE WAR: Marie Colvin and Other Tales of Heroes, Scoundrels, and Renegades. By Marie Brenner. Journalist Marie Brenner chronicles the last days and hours of veteran war correspondent Marie Colvin, to share the story of a young woman who lived alone on the front lines. This collection also includes Brenner’s classic encounters with Donald Trump, Roy Cohn, Malala Yousafzai, Richard Jewell, and others.

336 pages. S&S.

2909338 NINETY-NINE GLIMPSES OF PRINCESS MARGARET. By Gloria Guinness. In 1924, the Rhode Island lighthouse was founded on a tiny island. In 1924, the Rhode Island legislature officially changed the name of the lighthouse to Ida Lewis House, honoring her incredible life. 147 pages. Globe Pequot. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95
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**2792796 THE GRANDES DAMES.** By Stephen Birmingham. Takes us into the drawing rooms of these powerful women, providing keen insights into aspects of American Society that no longer exist. These women had looks, manners, and style, but more than that they had presence—there was a sense that when one of them entered a room, something momentous would occur. Here, Birmingham offers eight profiles of these members of American royalty. 297 pages. Lyons. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95 $12.95

**3763242 WOMEN OF MEANINGS: Fascinating Biographies of Royals, Heiresses, Eccentrics and Other Poor Little Rich Girls.** By Martine Wagner-Keller. A collection of vignettes of the women who were slated from birth—or marriage—to great privilege, only to endure lives which were the stuff that tragic Russian heroines are made of. Some of these heiresses include Almira Herbert, Liliane Bettencourt, Peggy Guggenheim, Nica Rothschild and others. 168 pages. Abbeville. Pub. at $22.95 $17.95

**3740730 MUSES: Women Who Inspire.** By Farid Abdelouahab. Revealing the passionate relationship between the artist and his muse, the author recounts the stories of thirty-two women with whom he lived, their temperament, beauty, talent, and pure magnetism, enthralling society’s artistic geniuses and inspired the creation of some of the great works of the past century. We follow the lives of eight of the most important women: Loulou de la Falaise, the legendary medicine woman of the Crows, tells the story of endurance and defiance in an age of prejudice and fear. Askwith brings to life a unique hero, and an unforgettable love affair between a woman and a horse. Photos. 426 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $27.95 $21.95

**2851983 PRETTY-SHIELD: Medicine Woman of the Crow.** By Frank B. Linderman. Pretty-shield, the legendary medicine woman of the Crow, tells the story of her life and what she did when the buffalo were still plentiful, and the many changes she experienced as her formerly mobile people were forced to come to terms with the reservation life. Originally published in 1932. 148 pages. Bison. Paperback. $12.95

**2872625 LOULOU & YVES: The Untold Story of Loulou de la Falaise and the House of Saint Laurent.** By Christopher Pelkanas. Features the spoken memories of more than two hundred voices: from lovers, family, and friends to enemies and rivals, interwoven with those of Loulou and Loulou themselves. This fascinating trome unspools an elusive fashion idol—simplyminalac and up to her bracelets in coke and Boetel character—a core of cale society. Illus. senor. 496 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $45.00 $33.95

**3708998 ELIZA HAMILTON: The Extraordinary Life and Times of the Wife of Alexander Hamilton.** By Tilar J. Mazzeo. From her humble beginnings to one of the most powerful women in the world and helping them see the beauty both outside and inside of themselves. It is a collection of black and white portraits and stories, raw and untouched, from hundreds of women who have bared their hearts and souls to be a part of this project. 217 pages, Skyhorse. 8½x11¼. $24.99 $4.95

**2831549 THE HONEST BODY PROJECT: Real Stories and Untouched Portraits of Women and Motherhood.** By Natalie McCain. Founded by photographer Natalie McCain, this project is opening the eyes of women around the story of the photographer’s journey. Making the historical their reality. Get to know the exceptional woman behind the famous man. History with feelings and passion, making the historical record a reality. 287 pages, Skyhorse. 8½x11¼. $23.95 $17.95

**2793180 BETTIE PAGE, THE LOST YEARS: An Intimate Look at the Queen of Pinups.** By Tori Rodriguez with R. Brem. The author, a musician living in Bakersfield, CA, is the only child of Bettye’s beloved sister, Goldie Jane Page. Goldie saved hundreds of incredible family photos and approximately twenty-two thousand letters from Bettye spanning the years 1949 to 2000. This collection tells the story of the “lost years” following Bettye’s retirement from modeling in 1957. 126 pages. Lyons. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00 $12.95

**370825X PURE: Inside the Evangelical Movement That Shamed a Generation of Young Women and How I Broke Free.** By Linda Kay Klein. In the 1990s, the purity movement emerged within the white evangelical Christian church. Purity rings, purity pledges, and purity balls were a dangerous message: girls were potential sexual “stumbling blocks” for boys and men. Klein pulls back the curtain on the secret lives of evangelical girls like herself who were traumatized by this message. 340 pages. Atria. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00 $12.95

**3754487 WOMEN OF THE 1920S: Style, Glamour & the Avant-Garde.** By Thomas Bleitner. Exploring the lives of seventeen artists, writers, designers, dancers, adventurers, and artists, this collection delved into a voluminous volume with dozens of photographs with an engaging text. Experience the glamour and excitement of the Jazz Age, through the biographies of these fascinating women. 168 pages. Abbeville. Pub. at $22.95 $17.95

**3777618 WHAT ARE WE FOR? The Words and Ideals of Eleanor Roosevelt.** A woman ahead of her time, Eleanor’s observations on freedom, race and ethnicity, women and gender, faith, children, war, peace, and everyday life provides a practical, guide for navigating the complex issues of our modern world. 236 pages. HarperPerennial. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $9.99


**3742938 TANGO LESSONS: A Memoir.** By Meghan Flaherty. Tango was an unlikely choice for Flaherty, a young woman living with the scars of past trauma, and terrified of being touched. But by her late twenties, she knew something had to change, and she dug up an old dream and tried on her dancing shoes. Here is the transformative story of conquering her fears. 312 pages. HMH. Paperback. $14.99 $4.95

**2948364 ANIMAL, VEGETABLE, MIRACLE. TENTH ANNIVERSARY EDITION: A Year of Food Life.** By Barbara Kingsolver et al. When Kingsolver and her family moved from suburban Atlanta to rural Appalachia, they took on a new challenge: to spend a year on a locally produced diet, paying close attention to the provenance of all they consumed. This anniversary edition of their story features a new epilogue by the entire Kingsolver family and reveals how their project has evolved. 416 pages. HarperPerennial. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95 $9.99
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**2909104 THE REAL WALLIS SIMPSON: A New History of the American Divorcee Who Became the Duchess of Windsor.** By Anna Pasternak. This is the first and truest story of manipulation and betrayal, Pasternak rejects history’s destruction of the Duchess of Windsor to reveal a loyal and intelligent woman who was trapped by cunning, powerful men who each claimed to be the inventor of the notorious fan dance. Nearly one hundred years later, both women come alive again in this dual biography. Photos. 315 pages. Counterpoint. Paperback. $16.95

**3754758 FEUDING FAN DANCERS: Faith Bacon, Sally Rand, and the Golden Age of the Showgirl.** By Leslie Zemeckis. Reveals the lost stories of Sally Rand and Faith Bacon—the showgirls who each claimed to be the Golden Age of the Showgirl. Photos. 338 pages. Atria. Pub. at $28.00

**6709361 ELEANOR ROOSEVELT, VOLUME 3, 1933-1962: The War Years and After.** By Blanche Wiesen Cook. The third and final volume in this comprehensive biography series takes the reader through WWII, Franklin Roosevelt’s death, the founding of the United Nations, and Eleanor’s death in 1962. Cook follows the arc of war and the evolution of her marriage in this fascinating biography. 16 pages of photos. 670 pages. Penguin. Paperback. $22.00

**1899381 ELEANOR ROOSEVELT, VOLUME 2, 1919-1933: The Years Spent Nearly the Entirety of the Nineteenth Century, and Her Legacy, which Transformed the South, continues to endure. Comprehensive, nuanced, and trimming with invaluable insight, Greenberg reveals our earliest first lady’s complete but essential part in American feminism. 16 pages of illus. Knopf. Knopf at $30.00

**3773787 MRS. MORDAR AND THE BOYS.** By Ruth Hanford Mordar. In this stirring biography of an unsung American heroine, Josephine Mordar’s daughter in law recounts the extraordinary life and accomplishments of a resilient, settled, and determined woman. As the Great Depression brought America to the brink of disaster, Josephine wrestled triumph over adversity by creating a company that would inspire the entire world in every age. The author encourages readers to explore their own sexuality and consider what surprises they may discover if they too just say yes. 227 pages. Persimmon. For fans of Jenny Slate, this is a funny, irreverent, and honest tale of one young woman’s journey to reclaim her sexuality on the fringes of New York City’s sex and dating world. The author encourages readers to explore their own sexuality and consider what surprises they may discover if they too just say yes. 227 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $22.99

**2869378 LADY FIRST: The World of First Lady Sarah Polk.** By Amy S. Greenberg. Sarah Polk’s life spanned nearly the entirety of the nineteenth century, and her legacy, which transformed the South, continues to endure. Comprehensive, nuanced, and trimming with invaluable insight, Greenberg reveals our earliest first lady’s complete but essential part in American feminism. 16 pages of illus. Knopf. $21.95

**2166913 MADAME BLAVATSKY: The Mother of Modern Spirituality.** By Gary Lachman. Offers a thoughtful and clarifying biography of one of the most polarizing pioneers of alternative spirituality: the occultist Helena Petrovna Blavatsky. 393 pages. Haricher/Penguin. Paperback. $16.95

**1692545 QUEEN OF THE MOUNTAIN: The Trailblazing Life of Fanny Bullock Workman.** By Cathryn J. Prince. In this story of one woman’s role in science and exploration, breaking boundaries and charting frontiers for women everywhere, Fanny Bullock Workman is brought to life. Prince reveals how she navigated the male-dominated world of alpine clubs and mountain expeditions, and the role that her adventures in the deep crevasses and icy granite walls of the Himalayas. Photos. 304 pages. Chicago Review. $28.99

**2369289 THE REAL WALLIS SIMPSON: A Memoir.** By Leslie Zemeckis. Reveals the lost stories of Sally Rand and Faith Bacon—the showgirls who each claimed to be the Golden Age of the Showgirl. Photos. 338 pages. Atria. Pub. at $28.00

**3708217 THE NAKED TRUTH: A Memoir.** By Leslie Zemeckis. Reveals the lost stories of Sally Rand and Faith Bacon—the showgirls who each claimed to be the Golden Age of the Showgirl. Photos. 338 pages. Atria. Pub. at $28.00

**3751082 THE PROGRAM: Inside the Mind of Keith Reidere and the Rise and Fall of NXIVM.** By Toni Natalie with C. Hardin. Far from being a victim’s story, Natalie’s is a nuanced narrative of a multidimensional woman saving herself, and then working tirelessly to help other women do the same, set against the backdrop of the world of the so-called “Hollywood Sex Cult” NXIVM and its enigmatic cult leader Keith Reidere. 16 pages of color photos. S&S. S&S at $26.00

**372882X WALLY FUNK’S RACE FOR SPACE: The Extraordinary Story of a Female Aviation Pioneer.** By Sue Nelson. In the great tradition of nursery travelers like Funk, one of America’s first female aviation inspectors and civilian flight instructors, now approaching her 80th birthday, as she races to make her giant leap to fulfill her dream of becoming an astronaut. Funk’s ride to space, and the energy and humor that she brings to everything she does, is a story that awaits in this intimate portrait of a true aviation trailblazer. Photos, some color. 242 pages. Chicago Review. $26.99

**3742180 BETWEEN BREATHS: A Memoir of Panic and Addiction.** By Elizabeth Vargas. LARGE PRINT EDITION. The story of Vargas’s lifelong battle with panic attacks then led to a first addiction—alcoholism. Here she recreates the nightmare of enduring a hidden psychological torture and a secret and crippling addiction—her own illness. Photos. 256 pages. Grand Central. Paperback at $29.99
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686194X THE MOTHERHOOD AFFAIRS: A Memoir. By Laura Jean Baker. 276 pages. The Experiment. Pub. at $24.95. **PRICE CUT to $5.95**


698874I JOY: Poet, Seeker, and the Woman Who Captivated Jesus. By Tena Clark. Growing up in rural Mississippi in the 1960s, Tena’s life was in turmoil. She understood from an early age she was different from her sisters. She didn’t want to be a majorette like her sisters, she wanted to marry one. This is Tena’s emotional journey and the aftermath of the war and the skeletons that would haunt them forever. CRISNANSKI examines the responsibility of eight descendants of Nazi notables, caught somewhere between stigmatization, worship, and amnesia. Photos. 380 pages. Crown. Pub. at $28.00. **$5.95**


377791X SOUTHERN DISCOMFORT: A Memoir. By Tena Clark. Growing up in rural Mississippi in the 1960s, Tena’s life was in turmoil. She understood from an early age she was different from her sisters. She didn’t want to be a majorette like her sisters, she wanted to marry one. This is Tena’s emotional journey and the aftermath of the war and the skeletons that would haunt them forever. CRISNANSKI examines the responsibility of eight descendants of Nazi notables, caught somewhere between stigmatization, worship, and amnesia. Photos. 380 pages. Crown. Pub. at $28.00. **$5.95**

3768457 HOME OF NUTTER: The Rebel Tailor of Savile Row. By Ramie Targoff. Color illus. 342 pages. FSG. Pub. at $30.00. **PRICE CUT to $9.95**

Gay & Lesbian

2973145 SORDID TRUTHS: Selling My Innocence for a Taste of Stardom. By Aiden Shaw. Adult film superstar Aiden Shaw offers a memoir that graphically charts the author’s meteoric rise to fame of Stardom.

3743435 HANDS IN HARMONY: Traditional Crafts and Music in Appalachia. By Tim Barnwell. Eighty evocative black and white portraits are combined with biographies and oral history interviews with each subject, celebrating those involved in the music and craft communities in and around the southern Appalachian region. Includes colorful postcards; includes folk, bluegrass, banjo tunes, a capella ballads, blues, and folk songs. 236 pages. Arcade. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99. **$6.95**


29950X REMARKABLE KANSAS WOMEN. By Gina Kaufmann. Profiles the lives of some of the most resourceful Kansas women who displayed remarkable courage as they broke through social, cultural, and political barriers to advance women’s roles. These women defined the norms and prejudices of their time, making lasting contributions to society. Photos. 150 pages. Globe Pequot. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95. **$3.95**

299501X REMARKABLE KENTUCKY WOMEN. By Mimi O’Malley. Profiles the lives of women in the Bluegrass State who did display remarkable courage as they broke through social, cultural, and political barriers to advance women’s roles. These women defined the norms and prejudices of their time, making lasting contributions to society. Photos. 148 pages. Globe Pequot. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95. **$3.95**

2994836 OHIO’S REMARKABLE WOMEN, SECOND EDITION. By Greta Anderson. Profiles the lives of fourteen resourceful Ohio women who displayed remarkable courage as they broke through social, cultural, and political barriers to advance women’s roles. These women defined the norms and prejudices of their time, making lasting contributions to society. Photos. 157 pages. TwoDot. Paperback. Pub. at $10.95. **$3.95**

299503X REMARKABLE WISCONSIN WOMEN. By Greta Anderson. Profiles the lives of women in the state who did display remarkable courage as they broke through social, cultural, and political barriers to advance women’s roles. These women defined the norms and prejudices of their time, making lasting contributions to society. Photos. 157 pages. TwoDot. Paperback. Pub. at $10.95. **$3.95**

298167X CHURCHILL & ORWELL: The Fight for Freedom. By Thomas E. Ricks. A riveting account of the life and work of Winston Churchill and George Orwell, whose vision and actions helped to preserve democracy from the threats of authoritarianism, from the left and right alike. Churchill and Orwell proved to be their age’s most important political figures, both calling for the opposition to freedom’s enemies. 16 pages of Penguin. Pub. at $28.00. **$6.95**

374549X SCOTTISH WOMEN: A Very Peculiar History. By Fiona Macmillan. Shines a light on the frequently under-appreciated contributions to Scottish history, industry, and culture since the country’s origins. Explore the eventful life and awful fate of Mary, Queen of Scots, the life of Mary Fairfax Somerville, Jeremy Bentham, and more in this compact history. 8 pages of photos. Book House. Pub. at $9.95. **$7.95**

2910632 BREAKING ROCKEFELLER: The Incredible Story of the Ambitious Rivals Who Topped an Oil Empire. By Peter B. Doran. A riveting account of ambition, oil, and greed. Doran traces the fortune of John D. Rockefeller’s rise to power, the challenges of British aristocracy, and Henri Deterding’s conquest of America, and the eventual collapse of Rockefeller’s monopoly. The result is a richly detailed narrative on the lives of the Bluegrass State who did display remarkable courage as they broke through social, cultural, and political barriers to advance women’s roles. These women defined the norms and prejudices of their time, making lasting contributions to society. Photos. 150 pages. Globe Pequot. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95. **$3.95**

Collected Biographies


2873435 HANDS IN HARMONY: Traditional Crafts and Music in Appalachia. By Tim Barnwell. Eighty evocative black and white portraits are combined with biographies and oral history interviews with each subject, celebrating those involved in the music and craft communities in and around the southern Appalachian region. Includes fifty-color postcards; includes folk, bluegrass, banjo tunes, a capella ballads, blues, and folk songs. 236 pages. Arcade. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99. **$6.95**

376222X REVOLUTIONARY CHARACTERS: What Made the Founders Different. By Gordon S. Wood. A brilliantly illuminating group of portraits of the men who came to be known as the founding fathers, and a historical look at what made them great. The threat that brings these portraits together is the idea of character as a lived reality. 322 pages. Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $18.00. **$5.95**
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Nelson. Pub. at $24.99 when she remembered. An incredible story that shows that no matter how drug-induced stupors. She introduced him to crystal meth, and fed him from the Ashes of Poverty, Trauma, and Mental Illness.


289616 THE STRANGER IN THE WOODS: The Extraordinary Story of the Last True Hermit. By Michael Finkel. Based on the extensive interview with Christopher Knight himself, this is a vividly detailed biography of his secluded life. A gripping story of survival that asks fundamental questions about solitude, community, and what makes a good life, as well as a deeply moving portrait of a man who was determined to live his own way, and succeeded.


305924 THE SECRETS OF MY LIFE. By Caitlyn Jenner with B. Bissinger. Reveals the real Caitlyn Jenner by tracing her long and eventful journey to becoming herself. Filled with incredibly personal and moving stories of struggle and victory, of anxiety and fear, and finally, of surrender and acceptance. 16 pages of photos, some color. 320 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $30.00

303148 PAPILLON. By Henri Charrière. This astonishing autobiography was published in France in 1968, more than twenty years after Charrière’s final escape from Devil’s Island, a place where no one had ever escaped until Papillon. A gripping and ultimately uplifting odyssey of an innocent man who would not be defeated. 544 pages. Morrow. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95

370785 THE ONLY GIRL IN THE WORLD: A Memoir. By Maude Julien with U. Gauthier. By turns horrifying and magical, Julien’s story will grip you from the first page and leave you spellbound by its chilling exploration of psychological control that ensnared her in a ghastly relationship. It takes you astonished by the coarse and creative power of even the most neglected soul. 273 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $27.00

284769 LEAVING CLOUD 9: The True Story of a Life Resurrected from the Ashes of Himmler’s SS. By J. Anderson. Cloud 9 is a trailer park in a shabby southwestern town, where Rick Sylvester grew up enduring his mother’s drunken fits and drug-induced stupors. She introduced him to crystal meth, and led him when she remembered. An incredible story that shows that no matter how dark the circumstances, no one is beyond hope. 251 pages. Picador. Pub. at $24.99

289663 I AM HAUNTED: Living Life Through the Dead. By Zak Bagans with K. Cogger. Through his investigations of the world’s most haunted places, Bagans has learned far more than just facts and figures. He’s been to the edge of death and back and come away with a spiritual key that unlocks doors to another world that few have ever seen. He tells his story in this provocative volume. Illus. 270 pages. Victory Belt. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

287138 NEVER QUIT: From Alaskan Wilderness to Afghan Firefighting as an Elite Special Ops PJ. By J. Selegue & Al Qaeda. The true story of how Jimmy Settle, an Alaskan shoe-store clerk, became a special operations rescue jumper and war hero. From death-defying Alaskan wilderness training and wild car chases, to vicious battles against the Taliban and Al Qaeda, this is an explosive special operations memoir unlike any other. 16 pages of color photos. 304 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99

98889X WALKING TO LISTEN: 4,000 Miles Across America, One Story at a Time. By Andrew F forsthoefel. In 2013, just after graduating from college, but was unsure what was next. So, he decided to walk. He set out on a cross-country journey quest for guidance and everyone he would meet would be his guide. Ultimately, it’s the stories of others living all along the roads of America that carry this journey about how a life is made. 371 pages. Bloomsbury. Pub. at $26.00

372602 THE SCARLETT LETTERS: My Secret Year of Men in an L.A. Dungeon. By Jenny Nordbakk. Taking us to a place that few have seen but even the most neglected soul. 273 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $22.99

376034 THE DIARY OF A GULAG PRISON GUARD. By Ivan Chislakov. From his stumbling poetic musings on the bitter landscape to his matter of fact grumbles about his stove, from accounts of the devil’s own work to reflections on the cruelty of loneliness, this diary is unique—a visceral description of a place and time whose repercussions still affect the shape of modern Russia. Photos.


370680* MY AMERICAN INVENTION: A Father’s Crusade to Save Her Daughter from a Terrifying Cult. By Catherine Oxenberg with N. Stoynoff. Catherine Oxenberg went to a Nxivm seminar with her oldest daughter, what began as a simple mother daughter bonding activity quickly turned into her daughter’s worst nightmare. Catherine watched in horror as her daughter fell further down the rabbit hole, falling under the spell of Nxivm’s hypnotic leader. 160 pages of color photos. 357 pages. Gallery. Pub. at $27.00

2964994 ACCIDENTAL BROTHERS: The Story of Twins Exchanged at Birth and the Power of Nature and Nurture. By N.L. Segal & Y.S. R. Daya. Tells the unique story of identical Colombian twin brothers who discovered at age twenty-five that they were mistakenly raised as fraternal twins, but they were not even biological brothers. Blending great science and human interest, the authors show how chance events can have profound consequences on our lives. Photos. 325 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $26.99 $6.95

#3766993 DOES THIS MEAN YOU’LL SEE ME NAKED? By Robert D. Webster. With curious anecdotes and unbelivable truth, Webster, a funeral director, reveals the answer to the title’s question and more, offering readers entertaining and quirky stories gleaned from a life lived around death. 240 pages. Sourcebooks. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99 $11.95

*1972907 INDECENT: Porn – A Love Story. By Ysa (Isa.) This is one of the most surprising books about sex in the 21st century. Akira offers a provocative memoir of her life and career as a porn star. Written with uncompromising honesty, her story is an electrifying, amusing, and sometimes disturbing look at a world largely hidden from public view. Adults only. 246 pages. Grove. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.00 $9.95

*3780112 BLACK MAN ON THE TITANIC: The Story of Joseph Larche. By Serge Bile. Thoroughly researched in Haiti and France, the author portrays the story of Joseph Larche. An educated man, an engineer who contributed to the construction of the Parisian railway, and a passenger on the Titanic. This is a story of multiracial history and all of the political and natural forces that converged on one man. Illus. 257 pages. Mango. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95

2912864 FLASH: The Making of Weegee the Famous. By Christopher Bonanos. From self-taught immigrant kid to newborn to a street-hardened to last-day caricature, moving from the dangerous streets of New York City to the celebrity culture of Los Angeles and then to Europe, Arthur Fellig lived a life just as vivid as the stable of cameras he captured. Bonanos offers a comprehensive biography of this innovator and pioneer. Photos. 379 pages. Holt. Pub. at $32.00 $8.95

2958209 AFRICAN SAMURAI: The True Story of Tatsuko, a Legendary Black Warrior in Feudal Japan. By T. Lockley & G. Girard. Presents the first full biography of Tatsuko, Japan’s first foreign-born samurai of the sixteenth century, whose travels between countries, cultures and classes offers a new perspective on race in world history, and a vivid portrait of a captured woman. Illus. 344 pages. Hanover Square Press. Pub. at $27.99 $21.95

3730298 INSEPARABLE: The Original Siamese Twins and Their Rendezvous with American History. By Yunte Huang. Examines how these most unlikely Asian American icons challenged our society’s perceptions of normalcy. Huang shows not to depict the twins as victims, instead demonstrating how their lives were complicated by their entanglement with childhood slavery, mixed-race marriage, and other misunderstandings. Photos. 388 pages. Liveright. Pub. at $28.95 $7.95

4509331 THUNDER DOG: The True Story of a Blind Man, His Guide Dog & the Triumph of Trust at Ground Zero. By Michael Hingson with S. Flory. Tells the amazing true story of the author, a blind man and his courageous guide dog, who together experienced and survived the harrowing events of September 11th. It’s an inspiring tale that illuminates how the rare trust between a man and his guide dog can overcome insurmountable obstacles. Photos. Pages, 288 pages. Center Street. Pub. at $27.00 $5.95

3741311 LIVING WITH THE MONKS. By Jesse Itzler. This successful entrepreneur, endurance athlete, and father of four takes us on a spiritual journey like no other. Equal parts memoir and road map to living a less stressful and more vibrant life, Itzler offers an illuminating, entertaining, and unexpected trip for anyone looking to feel calmer and more centered in our crazy, hectic world. Photos. 288 pages. Center Street. Pub. at $27.00 $9.95

2998892 OUR STORY: A Memoir of Love & Life in China. By Rao Pingru. Begun by the author when he was eighty-seven years old and recounting the loss of his wife, this graphic memoir is a celebration of a marriage that spanned the twentieth century in China—an endearing and old-fashioned story told in beautiful paintings and gorgeous prose. Photos. 288 pages. Pantheon. Pub. at $30.00 $19.95


2890390 WILD AND PrecIOUS Life. By Deborah Ziegler. At the age of twenty nine, Brittany Maynard was diagnosed with terminal brain cancer. This was not, however, the end of her journey, but the beginning. Brittany’s struggle to accept the diagnosis, and choose a path toward death, led eventually to the decision to take her own life before it could be taken from her. 331 pages. Atria. Pub. at $26.00 $9.95

2999854 THE MASONIC MAGICIAN: The Life and Death of Count Cagliostro and His Egyptian Rite. By P. Faulks & R.L.D. Cooper. Tells the extraordinary story of Count Alessandro Cagliostro, a cult figure of European society in the eighteenth years, leading up to the French Revolution. The authors examine the case made against him that he was an impostor and heretic, and find that the Roman Church, and history itself, have done him a disservice. 16 pages of Illus. 317 pages of color. 317 pages. Watkins. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95 $5.95

2876426 A LIFE DISCARDED: 148 Diaries Found in the Trash. By Alexander Masters. In this biographical detective story that unfolds with the suspense of a mystery, Masters uncovers, over the course of five years, the author of 148 tattered notebooks that were discovered in Cambridge, England at a building site in 2001. 286 pages. FSG. Pub. at $26.00 $6.95

*2942283 THE LANGUAGE OF KINDNESS: A Nurse’s Story. By Christie Watson. After spending twenty years as a nurse, Watson opens the doors of the hospital and reveals its secrets. She takes us on a hospital corridor to visit the wards and meet her unforgettable patients. In this age of fear, hate, and division, this work reminds us of all that we share and of the urgency of compassion. 326 pages. Crown. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00 $12.95

2835925 THE ELECTRIC WOMAN: A Memoir in Death-Defying Acts. By Tessa Fontaine. Tessa finds herself out on the road with America’s last traveling sideshow, surrounded by giants and sword swallowers, snakes and charmers, freaks and camels, illusions and dangers. She soon transforms into escape artist Tex Fontaine, headless woman Olga Hess, and even Electra, a woman who can move electric currents and turn them into light. 366 pages. FSG. Pub. at $27.00 $9.95

*2883311 EARTH ANGEL: The Amazing True Story of a Young Psychic. By Ross Bartlett. Meet Ross Bartlett, Earth Angel, the young psychic who is dedicating his time to earth to proving the existence of the afterlife and healing those who are left behind. Here you’ll find that Bartlett’s passion for reaching and helping as many people as possible will never die, and that he will find himself in another world. 215 pages. Findhorn. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 $12.95

2949901 FIGHTING BLIND: A Green Beret’s Story of Extraordinary Courage. By I. Castro & J. Defelice. Fighting was a practiced routine for Lieutenant Ivan Castro, but when his mortar round toppled the roof of his son’s home in Iraq, he found himself in a battle that was difficult than even he could have imagined. This franky told account of his struggle through adversity, the highs and lows and the always bumpy road in between is a story of hope and perseverance against the odds. Photos. 291 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $3.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/s812
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By Joselin Linder. 261 pages. Ecco.}


**2901095** HUSTLING HITLER. By Walter Shapiro. Photos. 432 pages. Blue Rider. Pub. at $28.00. **$23.95**


**3977670X** ALWAYS WELCOME: Nine Decades of Great Friends, Great Times (and Mostly) Great Deals. By Welcome W. Wilson. *SOLD OUT*
Families & Dynasties

3743357 THE HILTONS: The True Story of an American Dynasty. By J. Randy Taraborrelli. LARGE PRINT EDITION. A sweeping saga of the successful and excess of an iconic American family. At the center of the story is Conrad Hilton, the enigmatic patriarch whose visionary ideas established the model for the modern luxury hotel industry. But outside the boardroom, Conrad’s emotional detachment led to failed marriages and strained relationships with his children as revealed here. Photos. 905 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $33.00 $6.95

2794527 THE KENNEDYS: After Camelot. By J. Randy Taraborrelli. Based on extensive research, including hundreds of interviews, this comprehensive biography captures the wealth, glamour, and fame for which the Kennedys are so well known. Taraborrelli takes readers on an epic journey as he unfolds the ongoing saga of the nation’s most famous—and controversial—family. 16 pages of photos. 618 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $15.95

9095500 KICK KENNEDY: The Charmed Life and Tragic Death of the Favorite Kennedy Daughter. By Barbara Leaming. Paints an unforgettable portrait of the Kennedy family’s favorite daughter—the star of a world in the midst of tumultuous social and political change. Leaming draws on firsthand accounts and conversations with many key players to transport us to a bygone world of immense wealth and arcane rituals, glamour and tragedy. SHOPWORN. 16 pages of photos. 292 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.95 $4.95


7212193 KICK KENNEDY: The Charmed Life and Tragic Death of the Favorite Kennedy Daughter. By Barbara Leaming. Paints an unforgettable portrait of the Kennedy family’s favorite daughter—the star of a world in the midst of tumultuous social and political change. Leaming draws on firsthand accounts and conversations with many key players to transport us to a bygone world of immense wealth and arcane rituals, glamour and tragedy. SHOPWORN. 16 pages of photos. 292 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $15.95

Royalty & Royal Families

6893163 BRITAIN’S ROYAL FAMILIES: The Complete Genealogy. By Alison Weir. This unique reference provides complete genealogical details of all members of the royal houses of England, Scotland and Great Britain from 800 AD to the present. Included is the vital biographical information relating not only to each monarch, but also to every member of their immediate family. 392 pages. Vintage. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $15.95

3057890 ROYAL WEDDING: Harry & Meghan Paper Dolls. By Katie Woolley. With these commemorative paper dolls, you can mix and match seven of the most famous people for every occasion from engagement photos to relaxing at home to a red carpet event, and of course, the big day itself! Fully illus. in color. Random. 9'/x12. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.95 $4.95

6873413 THE MURDER OF PRINCESS DIANA: The Truth Behind the Assassination of the People’s Princess. By Noel Botham. After in depth research of the circumstances of that fateful night, the author reveals what he believes to be the truth, that Princess Diana fell victim to a ruthless executed assassination. Reporting from the innermost sanctums of British intelligence and royalty, Botham reveals shocking answers to what he claims is the UK’s best kept secret. 252 pages. HarperCollins. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $9.95

2984091 KATE & MEGHAN PAPER DOLLS. By Eileen Rudisill Miller. This gorgeous paper doll collection spotlights the world’s most famous royal sisters-in-law; the Duchess of Cambridge and the Duchess of Sussex. Sixteen full color plates features two dolls and a wonderful collection of Kate Middleton’s and Meghan Markle’s stunning clothes and accessories, by renowned designers. Discusses all their most memorable occasions. 214 pages. Robinson. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.95 $8.95

8836208 HARRY & MEGHAN: The Royal Wedding Album. By Halima Sadat. Magnificently illustrating the pomp, pageantry, and enchantment of the romance that charmed the world, this stunning volume is a true keepsake of this memorable, once in a lifetime event. 296 pages. Sterling. 9'/x12. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95
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Spiritual Figures & Leaders

2875330 BILLY GRAHAM, GOD’S AMBASSADOR: A Celebration of His Life and Ministry. By Russ Budy. Features hundreds of photos from the archives of Graham’s photographer, along with quotes, comments, and personal reflections on this man of God. 206 pages. HarperOne. Pub. at $29.95

2864029 MARTIN LUTHER: Catholic Dissident. By John D. Caputo. This author examines the man, the myth and the mass movement that his act of rebellion provoked. This intimate portrait, drawing extensively on Luther’s own remarkable voice, explores this complex, often charismatic man of God and confronts those who want to sideline the character that can distance him from contemporary audiences. Illus. 424 pages. Hodder & Stoughton. Paperback.

2949111 BLOOD LETTERS: The Untold Story of Lin Zhao, a Martyr in Mao’s China. By Lin Xi. The astonishing story of Lin Zhao, a Chinese poet, journalist, and devout Christian. A with a stream of impassioned writings in her own blood, she tempered her fierce oppositions to communism with affirmations of compassion and nonviolence. In 1968, for her refusal to recant her faith and submit to the revolution, she was silenced. Photos. 331 pages. Basic. Pub. at $30.00

5913083 RAVISHNIK: Faith, Power, and the Twilight of the Romanovs. By Douglas Smith. A hundred years after his murder, Gregory Rasputin continues to excite the popular imagination as the personification of evil. But as this definitive biography reveals, the true story of Rasputin’s life has been shrouded in myth. Combining probing scholarship and powerful storytelling, Smith at last captures all the complexity of one of history’s most enigmatic figures. 32 pages of photos. 817 pages. FSG. Pub. at $35.00

3754642 MAHARISHI & ME: Seeking Enlightenment with the Spiritual Figures & Leaders

2925702 ZEALOT: The Life and Times of Jesus of Nazareth, Writing through the Lens of the Earliest Gospels. By Reza Aslan. A riveting narrative biography that was also human being) and the dysfunctional organization he founded. Shumsky offers an insiders view of life and learning in Rishikesh as well as behind the scenes stories and photos of celebrity disciples. Photos, some in color. 368 pages. Basic. Pub. at $16.95

3727771 BILLY GRAHAM: The Story of the Holy Father. By Marie Duhamel. From the moment he was elected into the papacy, Pope Francis has captured the attention of the world with his humanity, charisma, and reformist fervor. This is the first comprehensive account of Francis’ papacy, in which the Vatican backed interview process that was also shrouded in myth. Combining probing scholarship and powerful storytelling, Smith at last captures all the complexity of one of history’s most enigmatic figures. 32 pages of photos. 817 pages. FSG. Pub. at $35.00

CD 2870657 THE GIFT OF ANGER: And Other Lessons from My Grandfather Mahatma Gandhi. By Arun Gandhi. Read by Arun Gandhi. Each chapter of this work contains a timeless lesson for today’s turbulent age. To Arun, the man who was India’s beloved preeminent philosopher and leader was simply a family member. Here, he shares a deeply moving account of his relationship with the world for the better. Seven hours on 6 CDs. S&S Audio. Pub. at $29.99

3744965 RIVER OF FIRE: My Spiritual Journey. By Helen Prejean. This volume is for anyone interested in journeys of faith and spirituality, doubt and belief, and “catching on fire” to purpose and passion. It is written in accessible, luminous prose, about how to live a spiritual life that is wide awake to the sufferings and creative opportunities of our world. 260 pages. Random. Pub. at $27.00

2988658 THE LIFE OF SAINT TERESA OF AVILA. By Reza Aslan. A riveting narrative biography that was also human being) and the dysfunctional organization he founded. Shumsky offers an insiders view of life and learning in Rishikesh as well as behind the scenes stories and photos of celebrity disciples. Photos, some in color. 368 pages. Basic. Pub. at $16.95


3742032 SAVONAROLA: The Rise and Fall of a Renaissance Prophet. By Donald Weinstein. A magisterial biography offers the definitive portrait of the man who was shrouded in mystery. Combining probing scholarship and powerful storytelling, Smith at last captures all the complexity of one of history’s most enigmatic figures. 32 pages of photos. 817 pages. FSG. Pub. at $35.00


2988658 THE LIFE OF SAINT TERESA OF AVILA. By Reza Aslan. A riveting narrative biography that was also human being) and the dysfunctional organization he founded. Shumsky offers an insiders view of life and learning in Rishikesh as well as behind the scenes stories and photos of celebrity disciples. Photos, some in color. 368 pages. Basic. Pub. at $16.95


Memories

3683494 MY CAPTIVITY: A Pioneer Woman’s Story of Her Life Among the Sioux. By Fanny Kelly. Originally published in 1872. Kelly was nineteen when her wagon party of emigrants was attacked by a band of Sioux warriors, and as her husband and four other travelers were killed, but Fanny’s husband escaped and spent the next five months attempting to rescue her. Here, Fanny narrates her harrowing tale. A lively, in captivating, with the Native Americans. 285 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/812
**Memoirs**

3776808 **SOMEONE I USED TO KNOW: A Memoir.** By Wendy Mitchell. A rare glimpse into what it feels like to experience Alzheimer’s first hand through the inevitable and heart-wrenching chronicle of one woman and one woman’s unique ways of coping, despite her decline. Mitchell writes a tribute to the woman she used to be and a brave affirmation of the woman she has become. 258 pages. Basic. Paperbound. Pub. at $27.00 $4.95


2874533 **RIDING WITH REAGAN: From the White House to the Ranch.** By John R. Barletta with R. Schweizer. After Barletta was chosen to lead President Ronald Reagan’s presidential protection force in 1981, he became the president’s riding partner. During their nearly twenty year relationship, the author would come to know Ronald Reagan as few others did. Filled with heartwarming stories, humorous anecdotes, and history making events. 260 pages of color photos. 246 pages. Citadel. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95 $3.95

3780481 **SICKENED: The True Story of a Lost Childhood.** By Julie Gregory. The author, a victim of “Munchausen by Proxy,” recounts her harrowing childhood and the slow path to the realization of what was happening to her. Photos. 248 pages. Panant. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00 $4.95

3765091 **COUNTING BACKWARDS: A Doctor’s Notes on Anesthesia.** By Henry Jay Przybylo. Dr. Przybylo delivers an unforgettable account of the procedure’s daily dramas and fundamental mysteries. Filled with intense moment of near-death, life-saving successes, and simple grace, this story is for anyone curious about what happens after we lose consciousness. 240 pages. Norton. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95 $4.95

2842270 **LITTLE DRIFTERS: Kathleen’s Story.** By Kathleen O’Shea. A story of extreme hardship and suffering, based in Ireland in the ’60s and ’70s, but also a tale of courage, survival and incredible strength against overwhelming adversities. Out of terrible darkness comes a remarkable journey. 291 pages. HarperCollins. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $3.95

3738213 **DOWN CITY: A Daughter’s Story of Love, Memory, and Murder.** By Leah Caroll. A raw, wrenching memoir of a broken family and the murder of a young woman’s determination to discover the truth about a mother she never knew and the deeply troubled father who raised her. 226 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 $3.95

**SOLD OUT**

2880350 **CHILD OF THE HOLOCAUST: A Jewish Child in Christian Disguise.** By Jack Kahan. A story of how a young Jewish girl was able to hide her identity when he returned home and found his family gone. The Germans had come to his town in rural Poland and had taken away all the Jews. He has to change his name, forget his language and abandon his religion in order to survive. For four years, Jack Kahan survived in Nazi occupied Poland. 244 pages. Simon & Schuster. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99 $4.95

**SOLD OUT**

3756912 **MY LIFE ON THE PLAINS: Or, Personal Experiences with Indians.** By George Custer. A series of anecdotes and the memoirs of a frontier soldier during the Civil War and Indian wars. Custer published this series of reminiscences concerning his participation in the U.S. Army’s 1867-69 campaigns against the Plains Indians. In addition to its value as a document of military history, it also offers insights into the notorious general’s character. 296 pages. $6.95

372588X **INFERNO: A Doctor’s Ebola Story.** By Steven Hatch. Dr. Steven Hatch, an infectious disease specialist, first came to Liberia in 2013 to work in a hospital in Monrovia. Six months later, several of the physicians he had worked with were dead or unable to work, and Ebola had become a world health emergency. This is his account of the epidemic that nearly consumed a nation. 303 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.99 $3.95

2994917 **POSTCARDS FROM POTATO LAND.** By Marianne Love. The author entertains readers with tales of wolf sightings, lawmower dilemmas, barnyard disasters, and other ordeals and triumphs of her crazy life on the family farm. Drawings. 190 pages. Falcon. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.95 $3.95

2922053 **A SPECK IN THE SEA: A Story of Survival and Rescue.** By J. Aldridge & A. Sosinski. An amazing tale of survival, perseverance, and heroism in the sea. In the dead of night, Al Aldridge’s fishing partner sneaks ashore to turn off the back of the Anna Mary while Sosinski, his fishing partner slept below. As desperate hours tick by, Sosinski, the families, community, and the U.S. Coast Guard mobilized in a search effort that culminated in an exhilarating success. Color photos. 262 pages. Weinstein. Pub. at $27.00 $4.95

6800424 **FINDING GOBI: A Little Dog with a Very Big Heart.** By Dion Leonard with C. Borlase. The miraculous tale of Dion Leonard, a seasoned ultramarathon runner who crossed paths with a stray dog while competing in a 155-mile race through Tibet’s Gobi Desert. As he witnessed the incredible heart of Gobi, his heart underwent a change. SHOPWORN. Color photos. 259 pages. Thomas Nelson. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $4.95

CD 3733836 **THREE WICKETS & MICAH’S HAMMER.** By Henry Leyva. In 2003, Nicholas and his brother Micah, set off on a three-week trip around the globe. It was to mark a milestone in their lives, for at 37 and 38 respectively, they were now the only two male smokers in their family. Along the way they discover startling truths about love, loss, and hope. Over 9 hours on eight CDs. Hachette. Pub. at $15.00 $4.95

3890638 **THE TRICKY PART.** By Martin Moran. Between the ages of twelve and fifteen, the author had a sexual relationship with his stepfather, a man, a counselor he met at a Catholic boy’s camp. Thirty years later he set out to find and face his abuser. This title tells the story of this relationship and its complex effect on the man Moran has become. 215 pages. Ballantine. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00 $3.95

5980070 **SULLY: The Untold Story Behind the Miracle on the Hudson.** By Chesley B. “Sully” Sullenberger III with J. Zaslow. Sully’s story is one of dedication, hope, and preparedness, revealing the important lessons he learned through his life, in his military service, and in his work as an airline pilot. 358 pages. Simon & Schuster. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 $5.95

6816142 **A DOG CALLED HOPE: A Wounded Warrior and the Service Dog Who Saved Him.** By J. Morgan & D. Lewis. After multiple surgeries, unnerve, chronic pain and setbacks, wounded warrior Jason Morgan’s wife left him with three young sons. At this very dark low point, Morgan found light: Napoleon, the black Labrador who would change his life forever. Here is the intensely moving and uplifting story of an American family and their loyal companion. SHOPWORN. Color photos. 324 pages. Atria. Pub. at $26.00 $6.95

6953468 **THE PIGEON TUNNEL: Stories from My Life.** By John le Carre. From his years in British intelligence during the Cold War to a career as a writer that took him all over the globe, le Carre has always written from the heart of modern times. In this highly anticipated memoir, he is as funny as he is incisive, expressing the same moral ambiguity with which he imbues his novels. 316 pages. Viking. Pub. at $28.00 $17.95

2995329 **AMERICA 51.** By Corey Taylor. Expertly balancing humor, outrage, and disbelief, Taylor examines the rotting core of America, evaluating everything from politics and race relations to modern family dynamics, missionaries, and “man buns.” No element of what constitutes American life escapes his scathing eye. 239 pages. Da Capo. Pub. at $26.00 $9.50

3747557 **THE APPRENTICE: My Life in the Kitchen.** By Jacques Pepin. The man who Julia Child called “the best chef in America” tells the story of his rise from a frightened apprentice in an exacting Old World kitchen to an Emmy Award-winning superstar who has taught millions of Americans how to cook and shaped the nation’s tastes, 16 pages of photos. 318 pages. HMH. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95 $4.95

**SOLD OUT**

3704653 **THEIR OBLIGATION US: Enemy.** By George Takei at a time when graphic memoir Takei revisits his haunting childhood in American concentration camps, as one of 120,000 Japanese Americans imprisoned by the U.S. government during World War II. Experience the forces that shaped the author in this gripping page of courage, country, loyalty, and love. Fully illus. 204 pages. Top Shelf. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

---

In Memoriam

Penguin. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $3.95

**SOLD OUT**

3769152 **LAWYER AT THE OAK.** By George L. K. Morris. Memoir of a lawyer and his family who left the front lines at Guadalcanal and spent the remainder of World War II at home in Dallas. 295 pages. Harcourt. Paperbound. Pub. at $10.95 $4.95

**SOLD OUT**

**SIGNIFICANT FIGURES.** By M. Mann. A collection of twenty-three biographies of women who have made significant contributions to the world of science. 272 pages. Healthcare. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $3.95

**SOLD OUT**


---
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291588X SON OF HARPO SPEAKS! By Bill Marx. In this warmhearted memoir, Bill Marx shares what it was like growing up as the son of a movie legend. He covers his recollections of two worlds—a normal boy at home with his family and that of a child exposed to the extraordinary talent and infectious energy of his legendary father, Harpo. Illus. 317 pages. Applause. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

2866441 THEY LEFT US EVERYTHING: A Memoir. By Plum Johnson. It’s the moment every adult child dreads: losing a parent, and gaining a home jam packed with decades of things and memories. But in this warm, heartfelt memoir, one family comes to find that sorting out the past can be a way to preserve their future. Photos. 279 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $26.00 $4.95

2983117 DON’T YOU EVER: My Mother and Her Secret Son. By Mary Carter Bishop. Writing about a half brother she didn’t know existed the author gives readers a memoir about a family haunted by a shameful secret. This a powerful story of a woman’s search for her long hidden sibling and of the factors that profoundly impact our individual destinies. Illus. 247 pages. HarperCollins. Pub. at $27.99 $5.95

291532X COUNTRY GRIFFIN: A Farmgirl’s Finding Purpose and Love. By Scottie Jones. Determined to cut ties with a material and convenient suburban life that had left them feeling empty, Jones and her husband Greg moved into a peaceful farmhouse on 60 acres in Oregon. This is the story of what happened next—an honest portrait that reminds us that life isn’t just what it seems. Color photos. 215 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $24.99 $5.95

2912856 FIRST THEY KILLED MY FATHER: A Daughter of Cambodia Remembers. By Loung Ung. Ung tells her story from growing up living in Phnom Penh, one of seven children of a high-ranking government official, to how they had to flee their home when invaded by Pol Pot’s Khmer Rouge army. She recounts how she trained as a child soldier in a work camp, being separated from her siblings and, and how she finally made her longed-for freedom. Photos. 238 pages. HarperPerennial. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 $3.95

2972719 H IS FOR HAWK. By Helen Macdonald. Despite her experience as a falconer, Macdonald had never been tempted to train one of the most vicious predators of the sky, the goshawk. But after her father’s sudden death, she found that the bird’s fierce and feral temperament reminded us that farming life isn’t quite what it seems. Color photos. 328 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $6.95

★ 2990647 ANYTHING BUT A WASTED LIFE: A Memoir. By Sita Raykin. The author lets us in on her life as a stunner. Sita’s stories take shape through an often alluring and occasionally sordid, sometimes illegal and frequently funny magnifying glass she holds up to not just the sex industry, but also to human needs and desires, modern relationships, mental health and personal triumphs. Photos. 323 pages. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

373823X I HEAR SHE’S A REAL BITCH. By Jen Agg. A sharp and candid memoir from a rising talent in the restaurant world. Jen Agg is known for her frank, crystal sharp, and often hilarious tale on the restaurant industry and the world around her. She gives us more than just a story about starting a restaurant, but a glimpse into her life as a trailblazing restaurateur of the moment. 355 pages. Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99 $5.95

2945286 FRANK & CHARLIE: Woodstock, True Love, and the Sixties. By Frank Yandolino. In the 1960s, Yandolino rode the hippie counterculture movement. He befriended Salvador Dali, hung out with Jimi Hendrix, ran with Abbie Hoffman, was kidnapped by festival security in Paris, and watched the secret Hell’s Angels initiation ceremonies. This memoir is an account of his life. Color photos. 330 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $24.99 $4.95

3714780 FROM BROKEN GLASS: My Story of Finding Hope in Hitler’s Death Camps to Hope in America’s Capitol. By Frank Yandolino. From the survivor of ten Nazi concentration camps who went on to create the New England Holocaust Memorial, an inspiring memoir in the face of despair. The President will see you now: My story of finding hope for his country’s future. Photos. 266 pages. Hachette. Pub. at $26.00 $6.95

1064613 MY STORY. By Elizabeth Smart with C. Stewart. For the first time, ten years after her abduction from her Salt Lake City bedroom, Elizabeth Smart tells her inspiring story and reveals the key to forging a new life in the wake of a brutal crime. Book Club Edition. 308 pages. St. Martin’s. Orig. Pub. at $25.99 $4.95

9425954 SETTLE FOR MORE. By Megyn Kelly. Megyn goes behind the scenes of the stories and storms that landed her in the anchor chair; the challenges she faced; the most successful and/or hilarious moments of his new career in politics. 16 pages of photos, most color. 406 pages. Twelve. Pub. at $28.00 $5.95

2993430 LETTERS TO A YOUNG CHEF. By Daniel Boulud. For more than thirty years, Boulud has owned the New York City restaurant that has taken an approach to French cuisine—mentoring some of the city’s most promising talent along the way. Part memoir, part advice book, part recipe book, Boulot speaks with the authority that comes from a lifetime of experience. 217 pages. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 $3.95


2958053 REMEMBER US: My Journey from the Shetlands Through the Holocaust. By Mary Carter Bishop. Writing about a half brother she didn’t know existed the author gives readers a memoir about a family haunted by a shameful secret. This a powerful story of a woman’s search for her long hidden sibling and of the factors that profoundly impact our individual destinies. Illus. 247 pages. HarperCollins. Pub. at $27.99 $5.95


★ 373823X I HEAR SHE’S A REAL BITCH. By Jen Agg. A sharp and candid memoir from a rising talent in the restaurant world. Jen Agg is known for her frank, crystal sharp, and often hilarious tale on the restaurant industry and the world around her. She gives us more than just a story about starting a restaurant, but a glimpse into her life as a trailblazing restaurateur of the moment. 355 pages. Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99 $5.95

★ 2945286 FRANK & CHARLIE: Woodstock, True Love, and the Sixties. By Frank Yandolino. In the 1960s, Yandolino rode the hippie counterculture movement. He befriended Salvador Dali, hung out with Jimi Hendrix, ran with Abbie Hoffman, was kidnapped by festival security in Paris, and watched the secret Hell’s Angels initiation ceremonies. This memoir is an account of his life. Color photos. 330 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $24.99 $4.95

★ 3714780 FROM BROKEN GLASS: My Story of Finding Hope in Hitler’s Death Camps to Hope in America’s Capitol. By Frank Yandolino. From the survivor of ten Nazi concentration camps who went on to create the New England Holocaust Memorial, an inspiring memoir in the face of despair. The President will see you now: My story of finding hope for his country’s future. Photos. 266 pages. Hachette. Pub. at $26.00 $6.95

★ 1064613 MY STORY. By Elizabeth Smart with C. Stewart. For the first time, ten years after her abduction from her Salt Lake City bedroom, Elizabeth Smart tells her inspiring story and reveals the key to forging a new life in the wake of a brutal crime. Book Club Edition. 308 pages. St. Martin’s. Orig. Pub. at $25.99 $4.95

★ 9425954 SETTLE FOR MORE. By Megyn Kelly. Megyn goes behind the scenes of the stories and storms that landed her in the anchor chair; the challenges she faced; the most successful and/or hilarious moments of his new career in politics. 16 pages of photos, most color. 406 pages. Twelve. Pub. at $28.00 $5.95

★ 2993430 LETTERS TO A YOUNG CHEF. By Daniel Boulud. For more than thirty years, Boulud has owned the New York City restaurant that has taken an approach to French cuisine—mentoring some of the city’s most promising talent along the way. Part memoir, part advice book, part recipe book, Boulot speaks with the authority that comes from a lifetime of experience. 217 pages. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 $3.95
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